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RESUME 
Un nouveau resonateur accordable utilisant des cristaux liquides comme dielectrique est 
presente dans ce projet de maitrise. Le cristal liquide est un materiau dielectrique non 
lineaire et polaire dont la polarisation peut etre modifiee. En effet, ces materiaux peuvent 
etre commandes par un champ electrique par le biais de leur permittivite dielectrique. 
Ainsi, pour un cristal liquide nematique anisotrope incorpore dans du substrat 
multicouche du resonateur, un changement de phase differentielle de 180° du coefficient 
de reflexion est prevue en bande X. Les variations de phase et les pertes par reflexion 
sont comparees pour des structures de cristaux liquides nematiques de la societe Merck 
avec des proprietes differentes et references BL006, K15 et la MDA-05-893. Les 
recherches dans ce memoire montrent qu'une faible tension (i.e. 5V) peut etre utilisee 
pour faire varier la permittivite du substrat accordable et ainsi, le controle de la phase du 
signal reflechi. 
L'objectif principal de cette recherche est de parvenir a un resonateur accordable en 
bande X en utilisant des cristaux liquides comme dielectrique et de caracteriser leur 
comportement en tant qu'antenne reseau-reflecteur microruban. 
Au debut, dans la partie theorique, quatre modeles differents: patch, microruban, 
resonateur demi-onde et resonateur en epingle a cheveux ont ete decrit en soulignant 
leurs forces et faiblesses relatives. Les simulations sont effectuees a l'aide d'Ansoft -
vi i i 
HFSS ® et / ou Ansoft - Designer ® en bande X. Afm d'avoir une structure compacte 
avec de faibles pertes de rayonnement, la forme en epingle a cheveux est employee 
comme la conception la mieux adaptee. En fait, la symetrie impaire de la repartition de 
courant des deux cotes de l'epingle a cheveux conduit a l'annulation des champs 
rayonnes. Ainsi,les pertes sont seulement attributes a la dissipation dans les conducteurs 
et les dielectriques. 
Ensuite, dans la partie experimentale, un resonateur en epingle a cheveux est fabrique en 
utilisant la technologie multicouche et le cristal liquide est injecte dans la cavite fermee. 
Les coefficients de reflexion (SI 1) dans les cas parallele et perpendiculaire des cristaux 
liquides sont mesures en bande X a l'aide d'un analyseur de reseau. Les resultats 
numeriques sont compares avec la phase mesuree, les frequences de resonance et 
l'attenuation du signal pour les deux orientations des molecules du cristal liquide. Les 
resonateurs sont fabriques et les caracteristiques mesurees se trouvent en tres bon accord 
avec les donnees simulees. 
Dans la derniere partie du memoire, le comportement de la structure de resonateur en 
epingle a cheveux utilisee comme element d'antenne reseau-reflecteur est predit, base 
sur des donnees experimentales. Enfm, les diagrammes de rayonnement d'une antenne 
reseau-reflecteur avec 301 elements de cristaux liquides sont presentes. 
ABSTRACT 
IX 
A novel tuneable resonator using liquid crystal as a dielectric is proposed. Due to the 
bias-dependent permittivity of an anisotropic nematic liquid crystal embedded in the 
resonator's multilayer substrate, a differential phase shift of 180° in the reflection 
coefficient is predicted in X band. Phase ranges and reflection losses are compared for 
structures constructed using K15, BL006 and MDA-05-893 type liquid crystals which 
have been engineered by MERCK. The research conducted in this thesis shows that a 
small voltage (i.e.5 V) can be used to vary the permittivity of the tuneable substrate and 
thereby control the phase of the reflected signal. 
The primary objective of this research is to achieve a tuneable resonator in X band using 
liquid crystal as a dielectric and characterizing its behaviour as a reflectarray. 
First in the theory part, the four different types of designs: patch, microstrip, half wave 
resonator and hairpin resonator were sketched along with their relative strengths and 
weaknesses. Simulations are done using of Ansoft - HFSS ® and/or Ansoft - Designer 
® in X-band. In order to provide compactness and low radiation losses, the hairpin shape 
is employed as the best suited resonator design. In fact, the odd symmetry of the current 
distribution on both sides of the hairpin leads to the cancellation of the currents 
responsible for the radiated fields. Therefore the most significant loss contribution left is 
from the dissipation in conductors and dielectrics. 
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Next, in the experimental part, the hairpin resonator is fabricated using multilayer 
technology and the liquid crystal is injected in the closed-cavity. The reflection 
coefficients (SI 1) in parallel and perpendicular liquid crystal states are measured in X 
band using a network analyzer. Numerical results are compared with measured phase, 
resonant frequencies and signal attenuation for two orientations of the liquid crystal 
molecules. The resonators are fabricated and the measured characteristics are found to 
agree very well with the simulated data. 
In the last part of the thesis, the behaviour of the hairpin resonator structure used as a 
reflectarrays element is predicted, based on experimental data. Finally, the radiation 
patterns of a 301 element LC reflectarray antenna, are presented. 
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CONDENSE 
Dans tout systeme de radar et de communication l'antenne joue un role primordial. 
Cependant, l'incapacite des antennes a s'adapter a de nouveaux scenarios d'operations 
limite les performances des systemes [1]. L'antenne reconfigurable permet d'ameliorer 
ou d'eliminer ces limitations. Theoriquement, les antennes reconfigurables devraient etre 
capables d'ajuster leurs frequence d'operation, polarisation, impedance, largeurs de 
bande et diagramme de rayonnement en fonction des exigences du systeme [1]. La 
reconfigurabilite peut etre obtenus en utilisant des technologies telles que les 
interrupteurs (par exemple diodes, MEMS), ou le changement de materiaux (par 
exemple : ferrites, ferroelectriques et liquides). 
Les antennes reconfigurables basees sur les changements de materiaux subissent 
generalement plus de pertes en raison des fuites de courant a travers les lignes de 
controle ou des rayonnements non desires des circuits utilises dans les elements 
reconfigurables de l'antenne [1]. II est tres important de reduire les pertes en vue 
d'ameliorer les performances de l'element rayonnant. 
Plusieurs tentatives ont ete faites pour avoir des antennes reconfigurables. Les diodes a 
jonction PIN, les MEMS et les ferrites ont un grand potentiel, cependant ils creent 
certains desavantages: l'usage des diodes semi-conducteurs est limite a la plage des 
frequences GHz inferieures (jusqu'a environ 15-20 GHz) en raison de capacites 
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parasites et de pertes elevees. Les commutateurs MEMS montrent d'excellentes 
caracteristiques dans la region GHz plus elevee. Cependant les dispositifs utilisant cette 
technologie ont besoin d'un grand nombre de commutateurs MEMS avec chacun sa 
propre ligne de polarisation, afm de minimiser les erreurs de phase et d'obtenir une 
fiabilite et une complexite elevee [11]. D'autre part, en raison de la deterioration des 
proprietes electromagnetiques a haute frequence, les couts de fabrication eleves, une 
grande consommation de puissance, l'encombrement et probablement de hautes pertes 
d'insertion; les dispositifs a base de ferrites fonctionnent plus efficacement en dessous de 
30 GHz et ont des problemes d'adaptation pour une operation au-dessus de 30 GHz, et 
sont particulierement difficiles a utiliser au dela de 100 GHz [12]. 
Le cristal liquide est un materiau dielectrique non lineaire et polaire dont la polarisation 
peut etre modifiee en appliquant un champ electrique. Les dispositifs accordables 
utilisant la technologie des cristaux liquides presentent de nombreux avantages : faible 
cout de fabrication, faible poids, encombrement reduit, compatibility avec des circuits 
hybrides, possibility de mise en reseau, consommation electrique negligeable et plus 
specialement, leurs applications dans des circuits et les antennes reconfigurables. De 
fa9on generate, en tenant compte des inconvenients des autres dispositifs accordables 
mentionne ci-dessus, les materiaux en cristaux liquides semblent superieurs en termes de 
cout, de l'integration et de la facilite de fabrication par rapport aux diodes, MEMS ou 
ferrites. 
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Dans ce memoire, le cristal liquide thermotrope est traite. Un cristal liquide est 
thermotrope si l'ordre de ses molecules est determine ou modifie par la temperature. En 
effet dans ces materiaux, les transitions de phases sont induites par des variations de 
temperature. 
Les differentes phases des cristaux liquides thermotropes (smectique, nematique, 
cholesterique) ont ete decouvertes jusqu'aujourd'hui [26]. La caracteristique commune 
de ces phases est leur stabilite dans la plage de temperature ou le liquide isotrope et la 
phase solide sont stables. 
Ce memoire examine uniquement le cristal liquide nematique. Les molecules qui 
constituent la phase nematique sont disposees de telle maniere qu'il n'y a pas d'ordre 
positionnel pour leurs centres de masse, comme dans le liquide isotrope, mais il y a un 
large ordre d'orientation. Les molecules ont tendance a s'orienter sur la moyenne le long 
d'une direction privilegiee au sein d'un groupe important de molecules. 
Considerons le cas ou le cristal liquide est contenu entre deux surfaces solides 
metalliques a travers lesquelles une tension peut etre appliquee. Dans le cas d'un champ 
electrique nul, les molecules de cristal liquide sont paralleles aux substrats et la 
permittivite de cristal liquide est ex . Lorsqu'un champ electrique E0 est applique, les 
molecules de cristal liquide subissent une rotation de 90°. Dans ce cas, les axes des 
molecules du cristal liquide sont paralleles a la direction de la tension appliquee et la 
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permittivite devient £„. Pour une valeur intermediate de champ electrique (0<E<E0), 
la permittivite varie continument entre £x et £„. 
La difference entre les valeurs de la constante dielectrique dans les cas parallele et 
perpendiculaire i.e. t£—£^ —£x definit l'anisotropie dielectrique du cristal liquide. La 
variation de phase realisee dans un resonateur accordable est fortement liee a la valeur 
de As . 
En raison de ce phenomene, il est possible de controler avec precision la frequence de 
resonance d'un resonateur en appliquant une tension continue, ou alternativement, 
controler la phase de la reponse de reflexion a la frequence de resonance. 
Des cristaux liquides ont ete inseres dans de differents dispositifs micro-ondes 
accordables dont des dephaseurs [12] [14], condensateurs accordables [21], filtres 
accordables [22] [23], lignes a retards variables [15], antennes reseau-reflecteurs [16] 
[17] [19] [20], etc. La plupart d'entre eux utilisent une ligne de transmission ou une 
structure patch ouverte. Des etudes recentes ont montre que des antennes electroniques 
reconfigurables a reseau-reflecteur peuvent etre creees en pla9ant des elements patch 
imprimes au-dessus d'un metal soutenu par des cavites remplies de cristal liquide 
nematique [13] [19]. Dans une antenne reseau-reflecteur a cristal liquide, la phase du 
signal reflechi par chaque element est ajustee en appliquant une tension de polarisation 
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pour controler l'orientation des molecules de cristal liquide. Suite a cet ajustement de 
phase, un faisceau localise est genere. 
Les cristaux liquides nematiques utilises dans cette etude sont des produits 
commercialises par la societe Merck KGaA avec des proprietes differentes et references 
BL006 [16], K15 [28], [24] et la MDA-05-893 [17]. Leurs donnees techniques et les 
fiches de securite sont inscrites dans 1'Annexe A. 
Afin d'atteindre le minimum de perte et le dephasage maximal du coefficient de 
reflexion et done la meilleure performance en termes de reconfiguration, quatre types de 
conceptions : resonateur patch rectangulaire, lignes a retard micro ruban, resonateur 
demi-onde et resonateur epingle a cheveux sont presentees, et leurs points forts et 
faiblesses relatives sont compares. Des simulations ont ete effectuees avec des outils de 
simulation de methode des elements finis et de methode des moments Ansoft - HFSS ® 
et Ansoft - ® Designer. Toutes les conceptions ont ete faites pour une frequence 
d'operation proche de 10 GHz. 
Ensuite, la forme en epingle a cheveux a ete adoptee, choisie pour sa compacite et ses 
faibles pertes par rayonnement. En effet, la symetrie impaire de la repartition de courant 
des deux cotes de 1* epingle a cheveux conduit a l'annulation des champs rayonnes [18]. 
Par consequent, la plus importante perte provient de la dissipation dans les conducteurs 
et le dielectrique. 
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Dans cette etude, nous envisagerons un nouveau resonateur accordable compose d'une 
epingle a cheveux repliee imprimee. Le resonateur et sa ligne d'acces en courant continu 
sont places sur la face inferieure d'un substrat d'alumine. Sur la face superieure sont 
posees les lignes d'entree RJF et de courant continu. Un via interconnecte les parties 
superieure et inferieure de la ligne de courant continu. Une ligne etroite de polarisation a 
haute impedance a ete utilisee pour empecher les fuites RP dans le reseau de 
polarisation. La ligne d'alimentation RF est au dessus du cadre de l'alumine et est done 
moins affecte par l'etat de polarisation des cristaux liquides. 
Pour atteindre les meilleures performances possibles, les directives suivantes ont ete 
suivies dans la conception de la structure multicouche: 
• Pour augmenter l'accordabilite, le pourcentage de stockage de l'energie RP du 
resonateur dans le volume de cristal liquide est maximise. Ceci est realise en 
mettant l'epingle a cheveux metallique imprimee en contact direct avec le cristal 
liquide; 
• Veiller a ce que l'impedance caracteristique de la ligne d'alimentation du 
resonateur ne soit pas affectee par le changement de permittivite resultant de la 
polarisation du cristal liquide, en maintenant un bon couplage entre le resonateur 
et le port 50-ohm de test; 
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• Eviter d'avoir les ports de connexion RF et DC en contact avec le recipient de 
cristal liquide afm d'eviter les fuites et les deversements. 
Certaines references consultees [11] - [19] ont indique qu'une certaine rugosite du 
contact sur les surfaces de polarisation est necessaire afm de favoriser 1'alignement des 
molecules polaires du cristal liquide dans l'etat non-polarise. A cette fin, ces articles 
recommandent de couvrir les electrodes metalliques de polarisation d'une fine couche de 
polyimide dont la rugosite est obtenue par le frottement avec un chiffon. Cette 
procedure supplemental n'est pas adoptee par tous les auteurs [20] [24] et n'apparait 
done pas comme essentielle. 
Avant de commencer la fabrication de resonateurs, un condensateur a plaques paralleles 
operant a basses frequences a ete construit et mesure afin de verifier l'accordabilite des 
cristaux liquides en contact avec les electrodes metalliques avec le precede de 
pulverisation cathodique disponible dans notre laboratoire a Poly-GRAMES. La 
difference entre £u et ex est la plage d'accordabilite de la capacitance. Les resultats 
montrent que l'augmentation de la tension de zero a 32 volts a conduit a une variation 
significative de la susceptance. 
L'ajout de couches de polyimide sur les deux electrodes ne montre pas de difference 
sensible par rapport au cas sans polyimide. Bien sur, ce condensateur n'a pas ete concu 
pour une operation en bande X, cependant le resultat de cette mesure revele la capacite 
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de reglage du cristal liquide en contact directe avec les electrodes en or. II est done 
possible d'utiliser ce processus simple dans nos essais sur des resonateurs, selon la 
description suivante. 
Deux structures de resonateurs en epingle a cheveux ont ete fabriquees avec deux 
epaisseurs differentes de la couche superieure de 1'alumine, soit 0.127 mm et 0.254 mm. 
Le cristal liquide est injecte dans une cavite fermee. Afm d'augmenter l'accordabilite, le 
resonateur metallique imprime a ete mis directement en contact avec le cristal liquide. 
Un etalonnage a un port circuit ouvert, court-circuit et charge adaptee avec la plan de 
reference pose au niveau de la connexion coaxiale du dispositif sous test a ete fait. Les 
resultats numeriques calcules par HFSS sont compares avec les caracteristiques 
mesurees de phases, frequences de resonance et des pertes de retour pour les deux 
orientations des molecules du cristal liquide. Les resultats de cette etude montrent que 
meme une faible tension est suffisante pour moduler la phase d'un signal qui est reflechi 
par le resonateur. L'agilite de phase depend du decalage de la frequence de resonance de 
la structure. Pour la tension donnee, la frequence de resonance est determined par 
1'anisotropie dielectrique des cristaux liquides. Trois cristaux liquides differents (BL006, 
K15 et MDA-05-893) ont ete mesures et en raison de leur plus grand dephasage et de 
leur perte minimum, MDA-05-893 et BL006 sont les plus recommandes. Une plage de 
phase accordable de pres de 180° a ete atteinte pour les trois types de cristal liquide. Le 
BL006 avec 0,254 mm d'epaisseur de la couche superieure d'alumine a un dephasage 
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maximum de 200° a la frequence 9,636 GHz. Les niveaux de perte de retour dans les 
etats parallele et perpendiculaire sont de 15dB (0V) et de 10 dB (32V). 
A notre connaissance, aucune des structures basees sur des cristaux liquides BL006 
presentees dans la litterarure n'a realise cette performance en bande X. En effet, avant le 
resonateur en epingle a cheveux, la meilleure gamme de decalage de phase maximale a 
ete mesuree a environ 200° en utilisant des elements patch [16] avec des pertes 
maximales entre 18 et 12dB, tandis que ceux obtenus par la structure en epingle a 
cheveux sont de 15 dB et 10 dB. Ainsi, les pertes de retour du resonateur a epingle a 
cheveux sont d'au moins 2 dB inferieurs a celles de la structure patch. Cela est du au fait 
que l'epingle metallique imprimee est directement en contact avec le cristal liquide alors 
que les elements de patch ont ete imprimes sur un substrat de PTFE (£r = 2,9, tan5 = 
0,0028). Ainsi, les pertes en PTFE ont ete ajoutees a la perte de cristal liquide. 
En utilisant un modele numerique combine aux caracteristiques d'une cellule resonateur 
en epingle a cheveux obtenues experimentalement, il est demontre que l'anisotropie 
dielectrique des cristaux liquides peut etre utilisee pour creer une antenne reseau-
reflecteur reconfigurable. Cette application du cristal liquide est montree dans le 
memoire. 
Les donnees experimentales sont les coefficients de reflexion mesures a la frequence 
d'operation (9,636 GHz) pour la cellule de resonateur en epingle a cheveux avec une 
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couche d'alumine superieure de 0,254 mm d'epaisseur, ou le BL006 est utilise comme 
cristal liquide. L'accord de la phase a ete obtenu en faisant varier la tension de 
polarisation de 0 et 32 volts et la direction du faisceau principal rayonne est controlee 
par l'ajustement des phases de reflexion. 
Pour determiner le diagramme de rayonnement theorique, l'optique geometrique est 
utilisee pour calculer le champ a l'ouverture de 1'antenne. La transformee de Fourier de 
ce champ donne le diagramme de rayonnement en champ lointain du systeme. A fin de 
simplification, l'analyse est faite uniquement pour un reflecteur en 2D. 
Dans 1'antenne reseau-reflecteur reel, il est necessaire d'avoir une variation de phase de 
360°. Selon les donnees experimentales, cette variation n'est pas disponible. II est 
possible d'obtenir un circuit avec une variation de phase de 360° en combinant deux 
cellules a cristaux liquides en serie. 
II existe un compromis entre la plage de phases disponible et la perte. Cependant, de 
nouveaux melanges de cristaux liquides ont ete rapportes [33] qui presentent des pertes 
dielectriques relativement faibles, puisque la tangente de pertes est de 0,004, ce qui est 
suffisamment faible pour permettre un gain a 1'antenne reseau-reflecteur lorsque ce 
nouveau type de dephaseur est integre dans la structure de 1'antenne. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Antennas are widely used in radar and communications applications, however, their 
inability to adjust to new operating scenarios can occasionally limit the system's 
performance [1]. Reconfigurable antennas can improve or eliminate these limitations. 
Theoretically, reconfigurable antennas should be able to adjust their operating 
frequency, polarization, impedance bandwidths and radiation patterns according to 
operating requirements [1]. Reconfigurability of antennas can be obtained with various 
technologies such as switches, structural changes, and material changes. 
Frequency-reconfigurable antennas are also called tuneable antennas. The most common 
antennas (e.g. linear antennas, loop antennas, slot antennas, and microstrip antennas) 
usually operate near resonance. The operating frequency is determined by the effective 
electrical length of the antenna. For example, in a linear dipole antenna, the first 
resonance occurs at the frequency where the antenna is approximately a half wavelength 
long and the resulting current distribution results in a radiation pattern centered on and 
normal to the antenna axis. To be able to use the antenna at a higher frequency, the 
antenna should be shortened to the correct length corresponding to a half wavelength at 
the new frequency. The new radiation pattern will have very similar characteristics to 
the first one because the current distribution is the same, i.e. it is simply scaled with 
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respect to the wavelength. The same theory applies to loops, slots, and microstrip 
antennas also. 
1.1 Reconfiguration methods 
The change in the effective length of resonant antennas can be created by different 
reconfiguration methods. The following methods are just some of the many mechanisms 
which can be used to change the effective length of resonant antennas. 
1.1.1 Switches 
Different kinds of switching technologies can be used for changing the operating 
frequency of the antenna. They operate by adding or removing parts of the effective 
length of the antenna. 
1.1.1.1 Diodes 
Diodes in reconfigurable antennas have gained in popularity. They are less expensive 
and require low biasing voltages too. The most common diode switch is based on the 
PIN diode. Diodes may be placed in series, shunt or shunt-series combinations. The 
series design favours low insertion loss over a wide frequency range whereas the shunt 
design provides high isolation. Therefore, a series-shunt configuration of PIN diodes 
offers a compromise of good isolation and low insertion loss over a broad frequency 
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range [2]. On the other hand, it is hard to integrate several diodes close to each other and 
each diode requires a number of passive components around it for biasing and DC 
isolation. Therefore, it is evident that PIN diode switches occupy a substantial amount of 
space on the microwave circuits [3]. 
By the control voltage in PIN diode switches, the stored charge in the intrinsic region is 
discharged. For instance, Yang et al. [4] used the PIN diode for connecting separate 
parts of a patch antenna. In this case, a slot is etched in a standard rectangular patch. PIN 
diodes should be placed at high RF current locations to maximize the obtained frequency 
shift. Therefore, a switched PIN diode positioned in the center of the slot changes the 
current paths on the patch more effectively. When the diode switch is open, currents 
travel around the slot and the antenna operates in a lower frequency. When it is closed, 
the effective length of the patch is shorter and the antenna operates in a higher 
frequency. The slot length controls the frequency ratio between the upper and lower 
operating frequencies. As long as the slot length is not too long, the radiation pattern of 
the original antenna is largely preserved [1]. 
1.1.1.2 FETs 
The advantages of the field effect transistors (FETs) are simplicity of circuit design 
using three-terminal devices, high gain, good dynamic range, wide bandwidth, low 
noise, and easy implementation in monolithic circuits [5]. The switching power of the 
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FET is very low and because the device has three terminals, isolation between the DC 
biasing circuit and the RF path is possible [6]. For example, Kawasaki and Itoh [7] 
presented a one wavelength tuneable slot antenna loaded with two one-port reactive FET 
components. By changing the bias voltage, the reactances of the FETs were varied, 
which in turn changed the effective length of the slot and its operating frequency. The 
resonant frequency of the slot shifted over a range of 1 GHz around the center frequency 
of 10 GHz (10% tuning range) with negligible changes in the radiation pattern. So 
although the radiation pattern properties were preserved in all resonant frequencies, the 
tuning range of the resulting antenna was very limited. 
1.1.1.3 RF-MEMs 
PIN diode or FET switches are not suitable to reduce the radiation efficiency of the 
antennas. Furthermore, these devices also exhibit nonlinearities that contribute to 
harmonic and intermodulation distortions in the upper GHz range [8]. Switches based on 
Radio-frequency and Microwave Microelectromechanical Systems (RF MEMs) 
minimize these undesired effects. The monolithic fabrication of RF MEMs with 
antennas can reduce parasitic effects, losses and costs. More recently, a microstrip patch 
antenna using integrated RF-MEMS capacitors has been proposed [1]. For instance, in 
[9], a reconfigurable dual-frequency rectangular slot antenna integrated with MEMS 
cantilever type capacitors to tune the operating frequencies is described. The structure 
has a dual-frequency behaviour in which both of the resonant frequencies can be 
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adjusted. By the actuation of MEMS, the lower resonant frequency shifts by 390 MHz, 
whereas the higher resonant frequency has a shift of 880 MHz without any distortion on 
the radiation pattern. In this case, approximately 1GHz runeability for the desired 
frequencies was achieved. MEMs can have very small losses at RF and microwave 
frequencies and can handle higher power levels. However, they have some 
disadvantages including low runeability, slow switching speed, and high bias voltage 
(50-100 V) however in more recent design this voltage has been reduced considerably. 
They require sealed packaging, which is expensive and hard to integrate with other 
circuits. 
1.1.2 Material alterations 
This reconfiguration method is making use of controlled alterations in the dielectric or 
magnetic properties of materials such as ferroelectrics, ferrites and liquid crystals. 
Reconfigurable antennas based on material alterations usually experience more losses 
because of the presence of current leakage through control lines or undesired radiation 
by the circuitry used to enable the antenna's reconfiguration [1]. 
Generally, the relative permittivity of a ferroelectric or liquid crystal materials can be 
changed by applying a static electric field, and the relative permeability of a ferrite can 
be changed by applying a static magnetic field. These alterations in relative permittivity 
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or permeability are the reasons for the change of the effective electrical length of the 
antennas, which causes a shift in the operating frequency. 
1.1.2.1 Ferrite and Ferroelectric 
Ferrites and ferroelectrics can handle large power levels and have faster switching times 
(few us to tens of jas) than MEMS. However, the associated circuits may have a large 
size and mass. They can be used in bulk form, so that planar circuits like coplanar 
waveguide and microstrip lines can be directly fabricated on them. 
As an example, the frequency-tuned performance of a ferrite-based microstrip patch 
antenna is presented in [10]. A 40% continuous tuning range was achieved by varying 
the DC magnetic bias field applied to the ferrite. The dimensions of the patch are 
reduced because of the high dielectric constant of the ferrite substrate. However, the 
efficiency of the antenna is poor because of losses in the substrate. The external magnet 
used to apply bias makes it bulky. Finally, factors such as the non-uniform bias fields 
and the multiple modal field distributions excited in a bulk ferrite substrate may prevent 
its practical applications [1]. 
As mentioned, there have been various attempts to make reconfiguration. PIN diodes, 
MEMS and ferrites have great potential; they also create a series of disadvantages: 
Semiconductor diodes are limited in use to the lower GHz range (up to about 15-20 
GHz) due to their high parasitic and losses. MEMS switches have excellent properties in 
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the higher GHz region, but the devices with this technology need a large number of 
MEMS switches, each one with its own bias line, to minimize phase errors and produce 
reliability and high complexity [11]. On the other hand, due to deteriorating 
electromagnetic properties at high frequency, high fabrication cost, high power 
consumption, bulkiness and probable high insertion loss, ferrite-based devices operate 
efficiently below 30 GHz and have adaptation problems for a satisfying operation above 
30 GHz, and are particularly difficult above 100 GHz [12]. 
1.1.2.2 Liquid crystal 
Liquid crystal is a polar nonlinear dielectric material. Its dielectric polarization can be 
changed by applying an electric field. Due to their light weight, low cost, compact size, 
and negligible power consumption, tuneable devices based on liquid crystal are 
receiving an increased attention, in particular in view of their use in reconfigurable 
circuits and antennas. In a general discussion about the disadvantages of other tuneable 
devices, as mentioned above, LC materials are superior in terms of cost, integration and 
ease of fabrication when compared with diode, MEMs or ferrites. 
There are several distinct kinds of liquid crystalline phases reported. However, the 
common characteristic of these phases is that they are stable in a temperature range 
which is between the temperature ranges where the isotropic liquid and the solid phase 
are established. The simplest liquid crystal phase is called the nematic phase. It has the 
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lowest ordering of all the mesophases (the phases of the liquid crystalline compound 
between the crystalline and the isotropic liquid phase) and precedes the transition to the 
isotropic liquid, which occurs at the clearing point. When the temperature is increased 
above the clearing point, the liquid crystal behaves as a simple liquid and it will be as 
clear as water. The properties of liquid crystal will be described in more details in 
Chapter 2. Molecules in a nematic phase tend to become ordered along parallel axes. 
Various tuneable microwave components with liquid crystals have been proposed, for 
example, liquid crystal phase shifter [12] [14], tuneable capacitor [21], tuneable filter 
[22] [23], variable delay-line [15], reflectarray antenna [16] [17] [19] [20], etc. most of 
them use open transmission line or patch structure. Recent studies have shown that an 
electronically reconfigurable reflectarray antenna can be created by placing the printed 
patch elements above a metal backed cavity which is filled with nematic LC [13] [19]. 
In LC reflectarray antenna, the phase of the reflected signal from the individual patch 
elements is adjusted by applying a bias voltage to control the orientation of the LC 
molecules and then by phase adjustment, a focused beam is generated. For example, in 
[13], the feasibility of using the anisotropic properties of liquid crystal to control the 
reflection phase of a reflectarray patch antenna in X-band has been demonstrated. A 
layer of liquid crystal was introduced in the region between the resonant patch array and 
a conducting ground plane. The geometry of liquid crystal cells is shown in Figure 1.1 
[13]. All the units are in millimetre. The liquid crystal molecules are parallel to the 
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substrate surfaces. By applying an external electric field, the molecules become aligned 
and are nearly perpendicular to the substrate surface. This molecular orientation of liquid 
crystal molecules in two states, parallel and perpendicular (or with and without the 
applied bias voltage), causes changes in the permittivity and hence the electrical size of 
the individual patches can be changed. Small changes in the electrical size of the patch 
results in large changes in the phase of the reflected signal at frequencies close to 
resonance. The difference phases of the reflected signal at resonance between the 
parallel and perpendicular states can be named dynamic phase range that is close to the 
150° for this structure. In Chapter 3, finite element simulations of the structures depicted 
in this paper will be presented. 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of the two unit cells. All the units are in millimetre. 
1.2 Thesis structure and overview 
The aim of this thesis is to study the potential of using tuneable resonators in X band 
using liquid crystal as a dielectric in a reflectarray element. Due to the bias-dependent 
permittivity of the anisotropic nematic liquid crystal embedded in the resonator's 
multilayer substrate, a differential phase shift in the reflection coefficient is predicted. 
Three liquid crystal namely K15, BL006 and MDA-05-893 from Merck KGaA will be 
tested. This study includes two parts: theory and experiments. In the theoretical part, 
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design, simulation and optimization of various microstrip resonators are done by finite 
element modeling (Ansoft-HFSS®). In this study, we will consider a new tuneable 
resonator consisting of a printed folded hairpin. The hairpin shape was adopted in order 
to provide compactness and low radiation losses. In fact, the odd symmetry of the 
current distribution on both sides of the hairpin leads to the cancellation of the radiated 
fields [18]. Therefore the most significant loss contribution comes from dissipation in 
conductors and dielectrics. 
In the experimental part, the best suited resonator design is fabricated. The structure of 
the resonator includes multiple layers and the liquid crystal is injected in a closed-cavity. 
In order to increase tunability, the printed metallic resonator should be as close as 
possible, and possibly in direct contact, with the liquid crystal. To prevent any leakage 
and spills, RF and DC connection ports are kept away from the liquid crystal (LC) 
container. The reflection coefficients (SI 1) in parallel and perpendicular liquid crystal 
states are measured in the X band with a network analyzer. 
Finally, experimental and predicted data are compared. Consistency between these 
results provides confidence that the employed design and fabrication are accurate. 
The outline of this master's thesis is as follows: after the introduction of reconfigurable 
antenna concepts in Chapter 1, the basic concepts to understand liquid crystal as a polar 
dielectric material, such as the structure interaction, molecular orientations and physical 
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characteristics is described in Chapter 2. In addition, dielectric runability, phase shift per 
mm and figure-of-merit of liquid crystals of the three different type of liquid crystal, 
used in the project are calculated. 
To achieve the minimum loss and maximum phase shift in the reflection coefficient and 
hence the best possible reconfigurability performance, many kinds of microstrip 
resonators and filters are studied and are simulated in Chapter 3. The best-suited 
resonator design has been selected and fabricated. The direct comparison between 
properties obtained from simulation with those found from experimental measurements 
is made in Chapter 4. 
Besides, an experimental setup used to observe the experiments is described. Chapter 5 
predicts the behaviour of the hairpin resonator structure as a reflectarray. The last 
chapter, Chapter 6, includes the conclusion and suggests avenues for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2. LIQUID CRYSTALS 
"Liquid crystals are a mesophase emerging between liquid and crystalline phases and 
have fluidity of liquid and anisotropy of crystal, "[25]. Mesophase is given from the 
Greek word mesos meaning middle and is referred to any of the phases of a liquid 
crystal which is intermediate between liquid and solid. In this thesis, we will be 
concerned with only the thermotropic liquid crystal. A liquid crystal is thermotropic if 
the order of its molecules is determined or changed by temperature. 
The various thermotropic liquid crystal phases (smectic, nematic, cholesteric) have been 
discovered still now [26]. The common characteristic of these phases is that they are 
stable in a temperature range, which is between the temperature ranges where the 
isotropic liquid and the solid phase are stable. This is depicted in Figure 2.1. In this 
phase, the liquid crystal molecules are aligned parallel to each other but are able to rotate 
about their long axes. "Liquid crystals of the nematic type are of by far the greatest 
importance technically speaking," [26]. On 1922 Friedel [27] assigned "the name 
nematic from the Greek word nema, meaning thread, because of the thread-like 
discontinuities which can be observed under the polarizing microscope for this phase, ". 
The molecules making up the nematic phase are arranged in such a manner that there is 
no positional order for their mass centers, like in the isotropic liquid, but there is a long-
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range orientational order. The molecules tend to orient on the average along a preferred 
direction within a large cluster of molecules, called the director n. 
Within a sufficiently large electric field, however, all the local directors will be either 
parallel or perpendicular to the magnetic field depending on the sign of the molecular 



















Figure 2.1 Molecular order dependence on temperature. 
2.1 Resonant performance of liquid crystal 
Liquid crystal, as a nonlinear dielectric, is a polar dielectric material whose internal 
dielectric polarizability can be changed by applying an external electric field. This is 
illustrated in Figure 2.2. Consider the case where the liquid crystal is contained between 
two solid metallic surfaces across which a voltage can be applied. Without electric field 
the liquid crystal molecules are parallel to the substrates and liquid crystal permittivity is 
e± . When an electric field E0 is applied, the LC molecules rotate by 90°. In this case, 
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the axis of LC molecules become parallel to the direction of the applied E-field and the 
permittivity becomese|(. For an intermediate value of electric field (0<E<E0)5 the 
permittivity varies continuously between £± ande,,. 
Due to this phenomenon, it becomes possible to control precisely the resonance 
frequency of a resonator with an applied DC voltage, or alternatively, to control the 
phase of the reflection response at the resonant frequency. 
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No applied field Applied electric field 
Figure 2.2 Polarizability of nematic liquid crystals. 
The difference between the parallel and perpendicular dielectric constant defines the LC 
dielectric anisotropy, i.e. bs=S^ —€±. The phase variation achieved in a tuneable 
resonator is strongly related to As . 
The tuning range and the resonance bandwidth are related to the intrinsic dielectric 
tuneability x, the phase shift per unit length A<D' and figure-of-merit (FoM) defined in 
[28]. AO corresponds to the achievable phase variation for a plane wave travelling over 
lmm of LC, whereas FoM is the ratio of the achievable phase variation over the wave 
attenuation due to the losses in the LC. 
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2.2 Liquid crystal materials 
With a single liquid crystal it is not possible to control all optimization aspects such as 
temperature range, viscosity, tuning voltage and dielectric anisotropy. Only a mixture of 
liquid crystal that may include up to twenty (20) types of liquid crystal can meet all the 
desired specifications [28]. For this study, three different nematic liquid crystal mixtures 
with various properties, namely BL006 [16], K15 [28], [24] and MDA-05-893[17] from 
Merck KGaA have been used. Their technical data and safety sheets are included in 
Appendix A. 
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The melting and clearing point temperatures are used to describe the properties of liquid 
crystals. At the melting point, the material transforms between a solid phase and a liquid 
crystal (LC) phase. At a temperature below the melting point, the liquid crystal will be in 
the solid state. At a temperature above the clearing point, it will enter the isotropic 
liquid state. Normally liquid crystal is milky white below its clearing point but is as clear 
as water above its clearing point. These temperature points are given in appendix A. 
Comparison between LCs shows that their melting points are below 23°C and K15 has 
the lowest clearing point (35°C). Therefore, in room temperature (26°C) all of them will 
be in the liquid crystal state. MDA-05-893, due to its large temperature range (20°C-
110°C) is the most suitable LC for operation at room temperature. 
The characteristics of the LCs at room temperature in both perpendicular and parallel 
modes [16] [17] [24] [28] are summarized in Table 2-1. The values of e„ and tan^ 
correspond to the case where a bias voltage is applied to LCs. The table shows that the 
dielectric anisotropy of BL006 at 10 GHz is greater than that of K15. Unfortunately, the 
dielectric properties of MDA-05-893 at 10GHz are not available in the literature. 
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By using Table 2-1 and formulas (2.1)-(2.3) dielectric tuneability, phase shift per mm 
and figure-of-merit of liquid crystals can be calculated. The results are given in Table 2-
2. 
MDA-05-893 used at 35 GHz has a higher tuneability percentage and figure of merit. 
However, we should consider that LCs have high losses in the lower frequency range, so 
its FoM could be smaller at 10GHz. 
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CHAPTER 3. FULL WAVE ANALYSIS 
In this chapter, four different types of designs: rectangular patch resonator, microstrip 
delay line, half wave resonator and hairpin resonator are presented along with the 
relative strengths and weaknesses. Simulations were done with commercial finite-
element and method-of-moments simulation tools, namely Ansoft - HFSS® and Ansoft 
- Designer®. All the designs were done for the operation frequency around 10 GHz. 
3.1 Patch antenna 
This structure was presented by Hu et al. [24]. The reason for the re-simulation of their 
structure is to assess the feasibility of using the anisotropic properties of the LC to 
control the reflection phase of a reflectarray unit cell. The permittivity of the LC 
substrate and hence the electrical size of the individual patches can be controlled by 
varying the applied DC bias. 
Figure 3.1 shows the dimensions of two unit cells. All the dimensions are in millimetre. 
The patches are separated from the ground plane by a 58.42 um thick dielectric layer 
wither =2 .9 , tan£ = 0.0028, and a 500.38 um thick K15 liquid crystal. The patches 
were printed on 42x27 mm PTFE material. They show a predicted shift in the resonant 
frequency from 9.44 GHz to 9.18 GHz for permittivity values corresponding to the 
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parallel and perpendicular orientation of the LC molecules. At the centre design 
frequency of 9.30 GHz, the phase of the individual reflectarray cells can be continuously 
varied over a range of 183°. The reflection loss is predicted to vary from -13 to -18dB. 
Figure 3.1 Top view of patch reflectarray cell geometry (Hu et al. [24], 
©Electronics Letter 2006) ; (LC:K15). All the dimensions are in millimetre. 
In our simulations, phase characterization is carried out by using the waveguide 
simulator approach, which eliminates the need for larger arrays for the element design. 
The virtual waveguide simulator is created using Agilent HFSS. The results are similar 
to those obtain in [24].The results depicted in Figure 3.2(a) shows that the return loss 
vary in the range of 15-19 dB. Figure 3.2(b) and (c) show that the maximum voltage 
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controlled phase range is 210° at 9.4 GHz. The purpose of this simulation is to quantify 
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Figure 3.2 Patch structure simulation, (a) Return Loss; (b) 
Reflection phase; (c) Bias-induced phase difference, (LC:K15). 
3.2 Microstrip variable delay line 
The liquid crystal voltage-variable delay line is designed with two cases of the phase 
difference; one with a bias voltage applied to the LC layer and the other without bias 
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[15]. By applying a bias voltage between microstrip conductor and ground metal, the 
permittivity and thereby the transmission characteristics of the microstrip line, including 
delay time can be controlled. In this section, we want to simulate its implementation in 
microstrip implementation using Ansoft - HFSS®. The structure is shown in Figure 3.3. 
The liquid crystal layer has a thickness of 0.254 mm and serves as the substrate of the 
microstrip line. A strip conductor is plated on an alumina (£r = 9.9 and tan S = 0.0001) 
with thickness of 0.254 mm. The width of microstrip line W is 406.4 urn and the 
characteristic impedance is approximately 50Q. Dimension K is 11.684 mm and 
structure is simulated for two different values of length of microstrip line L, 11.684 mm 






Figure 3.3 Geometry of microstrip line cell (a) side view (b) 3D view. 
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Simulations were done with the parallel and perpendicular dielectric properties of the 
LC. Table 3-1 shows that the material-induced phase changes are small and increase by 
only 3 degrees when the length of microstrip is increased from 11.684 mm to 17.78 
mml. This is a direct consequence of the small variation of permittivity (only few 
percents), which is an intrinsic limitation of the material. If we want to make a delay 
line, it is not likely to be acceptable because the device will become very long and not 
suitable for practical applications. 











AZS2l = ZS2l.-ZS2\1 
6.02(deg) 
8.92(deg) 
Table 3-2 gives a comparison between the phase changes for three types of liquid 
crystals at 10 GHz, for a 11.684 mmmicrostrip line length. For example, it can be seen 
that for K15, the phase change is 0.51 degrees per mm. So changing the phase by 360 
degree would require a line of about 700 mm. This is clearly impractical. By comparing 
these results with those obtained with the patch resonator, it can be concluded that a 
possible practical benefit of LC in these conditions is maybe in a resonator. 
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3.3 Half-wave resonator 
In the last section, it was concluded that the controllable phase shift in a LC based 
resonant device is greater. In this section, we are proposing a novel coupled open-circuit 
half-wave microstrip resonator, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. In order to increase the 
sensitivity of the resonance frequency with respect to the variation in permittivity of the 
LC, the resonator is put directly in contact with a tuneable material. As will be discussed 
in the next chapters, this leads to some practical difficulties in the fabrication, in order to 
have a sealed LC container in which a circuit has to be somehow coupled with a leak-
free excitation mechanism. The coupling scheme proposed here to address this issue is 
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to use electromagnetic coupling from a simple feeding line printed on a different metal 
layer, so that it is not in contact with the LC. As shown in Figure 3.4 (a) and (b), LI and 
Lv are the dimensions of the outer feeding line. L2 is the length of the half-wave 
resonator. L2 and the DC bias line are embedded between 0.508 mm liquid crystal and 
0.127 mm alumina layers. BL006 is used as liquid crystal. The length L2 determines the 
resonance frequency of the structure. The distance between lines (S), LI, Wl and W2 
are optimized for maximum phase change and minimum return loss (dB). The resonator 
section is connected to a narrow DC bias line. Since the structure is planar, Ansoft 
Designer, based on the method of moment technique was employed. 
S=0.254mm 











I Circuit on top surface of alumina layer 
I Circuit on bottom surface of alumina layer 
(b) 
Figure 3.4 Geometry of half-wave resonator cell (a) side view; (b) top view. 
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The layout of the structure on both faces of the alumina layer is shown in Figure 3.5. All 
the dimensions are in millimetre.The length of the DC bias line is fixed at Xg/4 for the 
design frequency so that it behaves as an open circuit for the RF signal. In addition, the 
width of the bias line is 0.127 mm. The DC bias pad is connected to the outer surface of 
alumina by a via. Because of the soldering of the DC connector, the outer DC bias pad is 















Figure 3.5 Microstrip dimensions of a half-wave resonator on the alumina layer, (a) Top 
surface; (b) Bottom surface. All the dimensions are in millimetre. 
Figure 3.6 presents simulated results of the half-wavelength resonator. The maximum 
values of return loss are 14 and 17 dB in the parallel and perpendicular states 
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respectively. It is also shown that the predicted shift in the resonant frequency is from 
9.25 to 9 GHz. Figures 3.6(b) and (c) show that the maximum voltage-controlled phase 
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Figure 3.6 Half wave resonator simulation, (a) Return loss; (b) 
Reflection phase; (c) Bias-induced phase difference, (LC:BL006). 
The model was re-simulated by considering lossless dielectrics (i.e. tan 8 set to 0) and 
metals taken as perfect electric conductors. All the layout dimensions were left 
unchanged. This resulted in a decrease of the controlled phase range to 143 degrees. The 
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worst case SI 1, in perpendicular and parallel modes, increased to substantially to -2.8dB 
and -2.9dB respectively. These remaining losses can only be due to radiation or surface 
waves in the substrate. 
While this form of resonator has the advantages of compactness and convenient 
fabrication, the radiation represents a limitation on the Q factor and the expected surface 
waves or radiation may enhance unwanted coupling between parts of a microwave 
integrated circuit module. Therefore, a resonator which has the advantages of the half-
wavelength open-circuit type, but with much reduced radiation, is quite desirable. So, 
another open-circuit half-wavelength resonant structure is considered next. This 
resonator has a hairpin shape, which provides a high degree of cancellation of the 
radiation fields, as the two parallel arms of the hairpin carry equal and opposed currents 
[18]. 
3.4 Reduction of radiation losses 
To prove the effect of decrease of radiation loss resulting from the hairpin shape, it is 
interesting to compare its performance with those of the unfolded resonator. Figure 3.7 
depicts a schematic of the two types of resonator in top and side views. Simulations are 
done using Ansoft - Designer ®. 
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DC Input *""' *" ^ Circuit on bottom surface of upper alumina layer 
Figure 3.7 Top and side views of unfolded and folded coupled-line resonator structures. 
Figure 3.8(a) shows that the simulated return loss in an unfolded half-wave coupled-line 
resonator as resonance changes is between 15dB and 18.5dB. These values decrease to 
13dB and 15dB in the hairpin resonator, as shown in Figure3.8(b). Thus, folding the 
resonator to reduce radiation and surface wave losses led to an improvement of 2 to 3.5 
dB. 
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Figure 3.8 Simulated return loss (a) Half-wave coupled-line circuit; (b) Hairpin circuit. 
On the other hand, by removing all losses in dielectrics and using perfect conductors in 
place of metal, losses in perpendicular and parallel modes are changed to 0.13dB and 
0.135dB. These amounts are significantly less than those obtained with the unfolded 
resonator in similar conditions. 
3.5 Hairpin resonator design 
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The adopted configuration is illustrated in Figure 3.9. The resonator and its DC bias line 
are settled on the bottom face of an alumina substrate (hAI), which also has the RF input 
line and the DC biasing line and pad on its top surface. A via hole interconnects the top 
and bottom sections of the biasing line. A high-impedance narrow bias line (width of 
101.6um) was used to prevent RF leakage in the bias network. The RF feed line is above 
the alumina frame and is therefore less affected by the bias state of the LC. The 
thickness of LC (h ) is 381 iim. 
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hairpin microstrip (bottom surface 
of the upper alumina layer) 
RF connector 
Upper alumina 






Figure 3.9 The structure of the hairpin resonator backed with a liquid crystal cavity. 
In order to achieve the best possible performance, the following guidelines were 
followed in the design of the multilayer structure: 
> To increase tuneability, the percentage of the resonator's RF energy storage in 
the liquid crystal (LC) volume is maximized. This is achieved by having the 
printed metallic hairpin directly in contact with the LC; 
> To ensure that the characteristic impedance of the line feeding the resonator is 
not affected by the change of permittivity resulting from LC biasing, a good 
coupling between the resonator and the 50-ohm testing port should be 
maintained; 
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> To avoid having RF and DC connection ports in contact with the LC container to 
prevent leakage and spills. 
The magnitude and phase variations of the reflection coefficient measured at the RF port 
depend critically on values of the coupling gaps SI and S2. These parameters were 
optimized by simulation using Ansoft-HFSS®. Two different simulation were done for 
two different thicknesses of upper alumina layer (h4l )5 i.e. 0.127 mm and 0.254 mm 
respectively. 
3.5.1 Results for a 0.127-mm thick upper alumina layer 
The coupling gaps SI (0.254 mm) and S2 (0.381mm) for this thickness were optimized 
by simulation. The layouts of the structure on both faces of the upper alumina layer are 
shown in Figure 3.10. All the dimensions are in units of micrometer. We will now 
present the results obtained with the three types of liquid crystal previously used. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.10 Dimensions of microstrip on the upper alumina layer (a) Top surface; (b) 
Bottom surface; (hAI =0.127 mm). All the dimensions are in units of micrometer. 
3.5.1.1 K15 
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Figure 3.11 shows that the resonant frequency of a hairpin resonator structure filled by 
K15 decreases from 9.54 to 9.38GHz and gives a peak reflection phase variation of 174° 




(c) 9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8 10 
Frequency(GHz) 
Figure 3.11 Hairpin simulation, (a) Return Loss; (b) Reflection phase; (c) Phase difference, 
LC: K15, h =0.127 mm. 
3.5.1.2 MDA-05-893 
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The calculated reflection phase plots of the hairpin resonator are shown in Figure 3.12. 
The resonant frequency is shown to shift from 9.85 to 9.42 GHz. The reflection losses 




(c) 10.2 10.4 
Figure 3.12 Hairpin simulation, (a) Return loss; (b) Reflection phase; (c) Phase difference, 
9.2 9.4 9.6 9.8 10 
Frequency(GHz) 
LC:MDA-05-893, h =0.127 mm. 
3.5.1.3 BL006 
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Figure 3.13 shows that the resonant frequency decreases from 9.6 to 9.4 GHz when the 
LC is biased. The maximum phase shift is 156.5° and it occurs close to 9.5 GHz. The 






Figure 3.13 Hairpin simulations, (a) Return loss; (b) Reflection phase; (c) Phase 
difference, LC:MDA-05-893, hAI =0.127 mm. 
3.5.2 Results for a 0.254-mm thick upper alumina layer 
The 0.127 mm thick substrate is quite fragile. So the thickness of upper alumina was 
changed from 0.127 mm to 0.254 mm. To achieve to same frequency as for the 0.127-
mm case, SI, S2 and the dimensions of microstrips on both top and bottom surfaces of 
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upper alumina layer were changed. In the new structure SI and is S2 are 0.2921 mm and 
0.3429 mm. The layouts of the new structure on both faces of the upper alumina layer 
are shown in Figure 3.14. All the dimensions are in units of micrometer. 
15.24 II 3.81 
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(b) 
Figure 3.14 Dimensions of microstrips on the upper alumina layer, (a) Top surface; (b) 
Bottom surface, (hAI =0.254 mm). All the dimensions are in units of micrometer. 




Figure 3.15 shows that when the permittivity changes from the parallel to perpendicular 
states, the maximum signal losses at resonance are 13 and 21dB respectively. The shift 
in resonance frequency occurs from 9.8 to 9.7 GHz and the maximum dynamic phase 








9.4 9.6 9.8 10 10.2 10.4 
Frequency(GHz) 
Figure 3.15 Hairpin simulation (a) Return loss; (b) Reflection phase; (c) Phase 
difference, LC:K15, h =0.254 mm. 
3.5.2.2 MDA-05-893 
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Figure 3.16 demonstrates the computed resonant frequency shifts from 10.05 to 9.75 
GHz, while the return loss level varies from 11.5 to 7.5dB. The maximum phase shift 
(203°) takes place at 9.9 GHz. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 9.4 9.6 9.8 10 Frequency(GHz) 
10.2 10.4 
Figure 3.16 Hairpin simulation, (a) Return loss; (b) Reflection phase; (c) Phase 
difference, LC:MDA-05-893, h =0.254 mm. 
3.5.2.3 BL006 
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Figure 3.17 shows the simulated S-parameter of the hairpin resonator. It can be 
recognized that the maximum phase shift (147.6°) happens at 9.8 GHz. The return loss at 
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Frequency(GHz) 
Figure 3.17 Hairpin simulation, (a) Return loss; (b) Reflection phase; (c) Phase 
difference, LC:BL006, hAl =0.254 mm. 
3.5.3 Comparison between structures 
Phase range and reflection losses for the two values of the upper alumina layer 
thickness, using K15, MDA-05-893 and BL006, are summarized in Table 3-3. It can be 
seen that for the structure with 0.127-mm thickness, the maximum phase shift for each 
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LC is higher than that in the other structure. By changing the thickness of alumina layer, 
reflection losses are not changed so much. Due to its maximum phase shift and 
minimum losses, MDA-05-893 appears the most suitable of the three liquid crystals for 
tuneable circuit and antenna applications. 
Table 3-3 Computed data for two hairpin structures 





S±(dB) Sn(dB) A^(deg) 
-24.5 -13 174.1 
-10.5 -6 222.5 
-15 -12.7 156.5 
0.254 mm 
S±(dB) S^dB) A^(deg) 
-21.3 -13 154.2 
-11.4 -7.5 203.5 
-14.63 -13.1 147.6 
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS 
In the previous chapter, four basic designs (patch, microstrip, half-wave resonator and 
hairpin resonator) were analyzed using simulations. This chapter will only focus on the 
hairpin resonator design as it appeared to be the most promising in terms of losses and 
phase tuneability. 
Prior to manufacturing the resonator structures, a simple parallel plate capacitor 
operating at low frequencies was built and tested in order to verify the tuneability of the 
LC materials in contact with the metal electrodes fabricated with the sputtering process 
available in our laboratory. In fact, some of the references consulted [11]-[19] indicated 
that a certain roughness of the contact on the biasing surfaces was required in order to 
favour the alignment of the LC polar molecules in the non-biased (perpendicular) state. 
For this purpose, theses papers recommend to cover the biasing metal electrodes with a 
thin layer of polyimide dielectric, whose roughness is obtained by rubbing with a simple 
cloth. This extra procedure is not done by all authors [20] [24] and therefore doesn't 
appear as essential. Our tests with the capacitor served to validate this conjecture. 
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4.1 Capacitor 
As a first experimental step to prove the tuneability effect of the liquid crystal, a 
tuneable capacitor was fabricated on alumina substrates with conductive electrodes 
coated with gold. In this structure, a thin layer of a liquid crystal can modulate the 
propagating RF signal with its birefringence. A source of RF signal generator is 
electrically connected to the capacitor. The effective dielectric constant of the liquid 
crystal layer is modulated by applying a DC voltage. The capacitance can thus be 
changed by varying the effective dielectric constant of the liquid crystal medium. 
Figure 4.1(a) and (b) show the schematic of tuneable capacitor. The bottom of the cavity 
is a metallic ground plane and the sides consist of the inner edges of a 0.254 mm-thick ( 
h^) micro-machined alumina frame. The liquid crystal is injected into the cavity 
between the upper alumina layer and lower conductor layer. The thickness of upper 
alumina (hA) is 0.254 mm. The control voltage signal is superimposed on the RF signal 
through a bias tee to vary the capacitance. The layout of the structure on the upper 
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Figure 4.1 (a) Schematic; (b) Side view; (c) Dimensions of LC tuneable capacitor. All the 




Figure 4.2 View of the fabricated capacitor. 
In the first step, the capacitor was tested with olive oil as a dielectric (sr = 3.1 )• At 1 
MHz, the measured susceptance was 110x10 Siemens. However, in the experimental 
data, besides the capacitance of the cavity, there is an additional capacitor formed 
between the "RF and DC input port" (as shown in Figure 4.1(a) and (c)) and the ground 
plane of dimension of5rrmx5rrm , with 0.254 mm PCB as a dielectric (£r = 2.9 ). This 
capacitance should be subtracted from the experimental data. Therefore 
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APCB =0.005 x 0.005 = 0.000025(w
2),^PCB =0.01x2.54 xl(T





" P C B 
The admittance can be calculated by : 
\Y\ =\JOJC\ = 1 1 0 x l 0 6 ^ C = 1 7 . 6 ^ = COUveoil + C r a =>CollveoilexperinKntal =\5.\pF 
According to the tabulated value of olive oil, we should obtain a capacitance of 14.8 pF, 
as indicated below. 
y4 = (11.68xl(T3)2 =0.0001365O2),J = 0.01x2.54xl(T2 =0.000254(m) 
* 0 = 8 . 8 5 x l 0 -
, 2 % , *r_01ive0il=3.1 
n
 £0£r Olive oi l^ 1,1-70 77 
C01iveoil_Uie™y = ^ = 1 4 . 7 8 / ? F 
The values of capacitance calculated in theory and obtained in the experiment are found 
to be very close. It shows that the capacitor structure works correctly. It should be noted 
that the capacitance formula used does not account for the fringing fields at the edges of 
the metal traces, which should contribute to a small capacitance increase. This effect was 
omitted here, as its consideration would have no effect on the validation we want to 
achieve on the LC contact effectiveness. 
In the next step, the structure was tested without adding polyimide layer. The cavity was 
filled with liquid crystal (BL006). As the DC control voltage (i.e., electric field 
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Figure 4.3 Susceptance of tuneable capacitor. 
Hence, the dielectric constants of the liquid crystal change continuously from £± to £„ . 
The difference between £,, and £± is the tuning ranges of capacitance. This 
phenomenon is visible in Figure 4.3. As can be seen, increasing the bias voltage from 
zero to 32 volts led to a significant variation of the susceptance. The negative value of 
the susceptance is due to inductive effect of DC and RF transmission line. 
Also this structure was tested with adding the polyimide layers to pre-align the LC 
molecules almost perpendicular to the RF-field. The 2 urn-thick polyimide films were 
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spin coated on the upper surface of the lower conductor and the lower surface of the top 
alumina layer, between which the liquid crystal layer is placed. The rubbing process was 
also applied. No appreciable difference was observed compared to the case without 
polyimide. 
Of course, this capacitor was not designed for operation in X-band but the result of this 
test nevertheless reveals the capability of tuning the LC by having it directly in contact 
with the gold electrodes fabricated in house. It is thus possible to use this simple process 
in our tests on resonators as described next. 
4.2 Hairpin resonator 
As shown in Figure 3.9, the bottom of the LC container is a metallic ground plane and 
the sides consist of the inner edges of a 0.381mm-thick (h^) micro-machined alumina 
frame. The resonator and its DC bias line are sputter-coated on the bottom face of an 
alumina substrate (hAI), which also has the RF input line and the DC biasing line and 
pad on its top surface. A via interconnects the top and bottom sections of the biasing 
line. A high-impedance narrow bias line (width of 101.6um) was used to prevent RF 
leakage in the bias network. The RF feed line is above the alumina frame and it is 
therefore less affected by the bias state of the LC. 
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The effective dielectric constant of the liquid crystal layer is modulated by applying a 
DC voltage on the bias port, i.e. between the bias line and the metal ground plane. The 
ground plane was mechanically rubbed to favour the alignment of the liquid crystal 
molecules perpendicular to the RF electric field in the 0-volt bias state. However, no 
extra layer of polyimide was used, as in [11]-[19]. 
Figure 4.4 shows a photograph of this resonator. LC is inserted in the cavity via using 
the injection holes. Two different prototypes using two different thicknesses of the upper 
alumina layer (hAI = 0.127 mm and 0.254 mm) were fabricated. 
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Figure 4.4 Photograph of the 10 GHz hairpin resonator. 
4.2.1 Liquid crystal and applied field polarizations 
When the RF input transmission line is excited, power couples to the hairpin resonator 
on the bottom surface of the upper alumina layer and the RF electric field is polarized 
vertically between hairpin microstrip and ground plane. With a 0-volt bias, the RF 
electric field is orthogonal to the axis of liquid crystal molecules and liquid crystal 
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permittivity becomes £± . On the other hand, the LC molecules can rotate up to 90° in a 
region surrounding the resonator when a DC voltage (E0) is applied. In this case, the 
axis of the LC molecules becomes parallel to the direction of the excited RF E-field and 
the permittivity becomes ^. For an intermediate value of electric field of the applied DC 
voltage (0<E<E0), the permittivity varies continuously between £± and ^. Due to this 
phenomenon, it becomes possible to control precisely the resonance frequency of the 
hairpin with the applied DC voltage, or alternatively, control the phase of the reflection 
response at a fixed frequency. 
4.2.2 Analysis and measurement results 
Finite element modelling of the proposed structure was done using Ansoft-HFSS® in 
the previous chapter and these results are now compared with the measurements. The 
measurement setup is shown in Figure 4.5. The DC voltage is applied to the hairpin 
resonator through a bias-T. Principally, the use of such a component in RF circuits 
prevents coupling of the RF signal to the DC supply and decreases the losses associated 
with. 
The reflection coefficients (SI 1) in parallel and perpendicular LC states have been 
measured in the frequency range 9-10.5 GHz with an Anritsu 37369D network analyzer. 
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A one-port short-open-load calibration was done prior to measurement, with the 
reference plane at the DUT's coaxial connector level. 
Vector network analyzer 
RF 
DUT - Bias-T 
, 
L 




Figure 4.5 Measurement setup 
4.2.2.1 Results for a 0.127-mm alumina layer 
Figure 4.6 represents the simulated and measured return loss at the coaxial input port 
over the frequency range of interest. It can be seen that the resonant frequency changes 
from 9.327 GHz (OV) to 9.154 GHz (32V). In the experiments, the resonant frequencies 
in both OV and 32V states have shifted by about 250 MHz in comparison with the HFSS 
predictions. The measured return loss levels at resonance are however in very good 
agreement with predictions in both states. 
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Frequency(GHz) 
Figure 4.6 Experimental and predicted return loss (hAI =0.127 mm, LC: BL006). 
Figure 4.7(a) illustrates the reflection coefficient phase results. The phase transition 
exhibits a nonlinear behaviour near the resonance. Bias-induced phase differences are 
shown in Figure 4.7(b). In the experiments, the maximum phase change (177°) occurs at 
9.24 GHz. A good agreement between the measurement and simulation result can be 
observed despite the fact that the liquid crystal permittivity is not known accurately. 
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Frequency(GHz) 
Figure 4.7 a) Measured and simulated reflection phase; b) Measured and simulated bias-
induced phase difference, h^=0.127 mm, LC: BL006. 
The 0.127-mm substrate layer was very fragile and it was accidentally broken during 
cleaning after the first measurement with BL006.Therefore, there is only measurement 
data with BL006 for this structure. 
4.2.2.2 Results for the 0.254-mm thick upper alumina layer 
The measurements using three different liquid crystals BL006, K15 and MDA-05-893 
were done and the experimental data and simulation data are now compared. 
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4.2.2.2.1 K15 
Figure 4.8(a) shows experimental and measured return losses over the frequency range 
of 9.3 GHz to 10.1 GHz and change of the resonant frequency from 9.79 GHz (0V) to 
9.65 GHz (32V). Figure 4.8(b) illustrates the reflection coefficient phase results. In the 
experiments, the maximum phase change of 183° as it is shown in figure 4.8(c) occurs at 
9.744 GHz. 
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Figure 4.8 Measured and simulated results, (a) Return loss; (b) Reflection phase; (c) Bias-
induced phase difference, h =0.254 mm, LC:K15. 
4.2.2.2.2 MDA-05-893 
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First of all, it should be considered that the only available permittivity values in the 
literature for the MDA-05-893 mixture were for a frequency of 35 GHz. Since our tests 
are done near 10 GHz, some discrepancies are to be expected. This is visible in Figure 
4.9 where the resonant frequencies in both 0V and 32V states have shifted and more 
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Figure 4.9 Measured and simulated, (a) Return loss; (b) Reflection phase; (c) Bias-
induced phase difference, hM =0.254 mm, LC: MDA-05-893. 
Figure 4.9(a) shows experimental and predicted return loss over the frequency range of 
9.3 GHz to 10.5 GHz and the shift of the resonant frequency from 9.91 GHz (OV) to 
9.64 GHz (32V). The reflection coefficient phase results are shown in Figure 4.9(b).The 
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maximum voltage controlled phase range, as it is shown in Figure 4.9(c), is 187.4° at 
9.784 GHz. 
4.2.2.2.3 BL006 
Simulated and measured return losses over the frequency range of interest are 
represented in Figure 4.10(a). It can be seen that the resonant frequency changes from 
9.804 GHz (0V) to 9.52 GHz (32V). The reflection coefficient phase results are shown 
in Figure 4.10(b). Figure 4.10(c) illustrates that the maximum phase shift is 200° at 
9.636 GHz. The experimental data of this section will be used in the next chapter to 
predict the performance of a reflectarray based on tuneable LC cells. 
(a) 
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Figure 4.10 Measrued and simulated, (a) Return loss; (b) Reflection phase; (c) bias-
induced phase difference, hAI =0.254 mm, LC: BL006. 
The magnitude and the phase of the complex reflection coefficient of the measured 
hairpin resonator cell are shown in Figure 4.11 for finer tuning voltage steps, as it will 
be required in the reflectarray design procedure. 
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Figure 4.11 (a) Magnitude and (b) phase of the reflection obtained when the control 
voltage is swept from 0 to 32V with the step of IV, hAl =0.254 mm, LC: BL006. 
The distribution of SI 1 at the operating frequency of 9.636GHz in a polar diagram is 
shown in Figure 4.12. This figure illustrates how the biasing voltage determines the 
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Figure 4.12 Polar diagram of Sl l ; hM =0.254 mm, LC: BL006 
This data is presented in Cartesian magnitude and phase formats in Figure 4.13. It can be 
observed that the tuneable phase range is approximately 203 degrees. It is apparent that 
the return loss due to dielectric and conductors are expected to be about 12dB in the 
worst case scenario. 
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Figure 4.13 Extracted magnitude and phase of the free standing LC hairpin resonator when 
the DC control is varied between 0-32V; f=9.636 GHz, h =0.254 mm, LC: BL006. 
4.2.2.2.4 Comparison between LCs 
The summary of experimental results of two structures is presented in Table 4-1. In this 
table, the maximum voltage-controlled phase range and the maximum return loss at 
resonant frequency when the control voltage is zero and 32V, of each type of LCs are 
shown. Due to maximum phase shift and minimum losses obtained, MDA-05-893 and 
BL006 are thus recommended. Achievement of phase differences greater than 180° for 
three types of LCs can be seen in this table. 
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Table 4-1 Comparison between measured characteristics of the three resonators filled with 
three different LCs 




























4.2.2.2.5 Comparison with the patch structure 
In this subsection, the results of the hairpin resonator are compared with the patch 
structure of [16]. Both of them are filled by BL006. The patch elements were printed on 
a 125um thick glass reinforced PFTE substrate (sr =2.9, tan5=0.0028) which is mounted 
on a 500um cavity containing the LC. Patch elements were biased from zero to 20V. 
The maximum phase shift and the maximum magnitudes of reflection coefficient at 
operating frequencies, when the control voltage is switched between zero and Vmax, for 
each type of structures are summarized in Table 4-2. 
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It can be seen that hairpin with h ^ =0.254 mm and patch structure has the same 
maximum phase shift (200°) but the return loss of the hairpin is at least 2dB less than the 
patch structure. This is possibly due to the fact that the printed metallic hairpin is 
directly in contact with the LC whereas the printed patch elements were separated from 
the LC by a PFTE substrate (s, =2.9, tan5=0.0028). So, PTFE losses were added to LC 
losses. 
Table 4-2 Comparison between the characteristics of the patch and hairpin resonators. 
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CHAPTER 5. REFLECTARRAY DESIGN BASED 
ON A TUNEABLE LC CELL 
For space applications, the low-cost, low-mass, deployable antennas with large surface 
area that can be rolled-up or folded for launch and then deployed in space are needed. 
For such applications, a reflectarray based on LC is suitable model. "A reflectarray is 
made up of an array of radiating elements that provide a preadjusted phasing to form a 
focused beam when it is illuminated by a feed. Printed reflectarrays combine certain 
advantages of reflector antennas and phased arrays. They are manufactured on a planar 
substrate using printed circuit technology and offer the possibility of beam steering as 
phased arrays; on the other hand, the feeding mechanism (as in a reflector antenna) 
eliminates the complexity and losses of the feeding network used in planar arrays, thus 
providing a higher efficiency. Recently, some potential applications of reflectarrays in 
space have been researched, such as contoured beam antennas for Direct Broadcast 
Satellites and very large inflatable antennas. " [29] 
Reflectarrays typically use variable-length patches [30], patches with tuning stubs [31], 
or CP patches [32] with rotations to achieve required reflection phases. A flat array of 
microstrip patches is excited by a feed antenna and the reflection phase from each 
element leads to a planar reflected phase front. The radiation pattern is subsequently due 
to the fields scattered by each patch. 
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In this work, we consider the design of a reflectarray using a tuning voltage to control 
the reflection phases of the unit cells. It can be modelled (and designed) by considering 
reflection from patch elements which are printed on LC cells. Reflectarray alters the 
scattered EM field to form a radiation maximum in a desired direction. The reflection 
phase of the individual array elements (LC cells) is thus modified to form the desired 
scattered beam pattern. In the case presented here, each unit cell is designed at 9.636 
GHz with an adjustable phase range of nearly 180°. The direction of the radiated main 
beam is controlled by adjusting reflection phases. The goal of this chapter is to predict 
the performance of a reflectarray based on the proposed tuneable hairpin resonator 
structure used as a reflectarray cell. This implies that a radiating element, such as a patch 
or a dipole, is used to couple the incident and scattered waves to the input port of the 
resonator. The design of this radiating element has not been addressed, as it is usually 
not a limiting factor in previously realized reflectarrays. It is assumed that each 
resonator is coupled to a broadband radiating element (e.g. patch on a thick substrate) 
laid on the reflector's surface. By following the standard reflectarray design process, the 
total reflection phase of a given LC cell can be determined. The experimental data is the 
reflection coefficient at the operating frequency of 9.636 GHz for the hairpin resonator 
designed with a thickness of 0.254 mms for the upper alumina substrate and the LC 
cavity is filled by BL006 as the liquid crystal. 
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To determine the theoretical radiation pattern, geometrical optics is used to calculate the 
field at the aperture of the antenna. This field is then Fourier transformed to obtain the 
far-field radiation pattern of the system. For simplicity, the analysis is done for a 2D 
reflector only. 
5.1 Analysis process 
The analysis process can be summarized in the following steps. First, the desirable 
reflectarray is created by getting a minimum of two samples per wavelength to prevent 
grating lobes. The number of samples determines the size of the reflector. Then by using 
experimental data and the desired reflection coefficients of the reflectarray, the 
achievable reflectarray is synthesized. The feed pattern and spreading losses are taken 
into account in this perfect reflectarray design. Finally by using the achievable 
reflections coefficients for the LC resonator together with the perfect reflectarray design, 
the real reflectarray based ono the hairpin resonator is designed. 
5.1.1 Geometry considerations for the reflectarray synthesis 
Figure 5.1 shows the geometry used in the synthesis process. SupposeF = 100/L, 
R = 50/1 and 0<x<R. It will be assumed that ray^ incident in the center of the 
reflector has a specular reflection that is parallel with the direction of the desired main 
beam of the reflector. So its angle of incidence is equal the angle of reflection ( 
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. , . « . L , The t h r e e angleS ,„ t he t n m g , e ( A 0C) mUS« a . Up ,0 180 de g r eeS , 
thereforea =^2.. On the other hand, Al=x0COt(<90) = x0cot(2a;) and A2=x0tan(a) 
2 
alsoAl+A2=F thus 
0Q - arcsin 
^ 7? 0 
'•"-0 — ~ (5.1) 
a = — arcsin — 
2 U^J 
(5.2) 
* Refleetarray aperture-plane 
Figure 5.1 Central beam geometry. 
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If A-(0,F), C = (x0,xQtan(a)) and Q = (x0,F) by using vector geometry, /0 = AC 
and /0 = CQ can be calculated as follow, 
/ 0 = | F - x 0 x t a n a | (5.3) 
/o=V X o 2 + ( / o) ( 5-4 ) 
The phase obtained on aperture plane has to be uniform and thus is equal to 
A%=-/ ?( /o+ /o) + %5 <P0=kx (5.5) 
5.1.2 Desirable reflectarray 
In order to have a planar phase front, the phase of all the rays in the aperture plane 
should be equal as depicted in Figure 5.2. 
A^o = A(Pi = A(P2 =•••=
 AP<o (5.6) 




Where each ray path \ and ( can be described by using vector geometry; i.e. 
/f =|i
7'—x. tan<2| and lj =Jxt
2 +UA . For a perfect reflector, the magnitude of the 
reflection coefficient should be unity. So reflection coefficients on each cell of the 
desirable reflectarray are given by: 
1 (i)des X (if K (5.8) 
Reflectarray Constant phase 
Feed 
Figure 5.2 Phase demonstration of a reflectarray with arbitrary antenna element. 
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5.1.3 Achievable reflectarray 
Synthesizing the reflectarray with the LC elements requires finding among the various 
LC state cells those who give the closest reflection phases to those predicted with the 
perfect reflectarray design. In other words, for a given cell of the perfect reflectarray 
requiring a desired reflection coefficient Tdes, the achievable value Tach is among the set 
of reflection coefficients T^ obtained experimentally that is closest in phases to Tdes . 
Thus, for each cell we have: 
r «*=mj n ( z r </« -^ r « P ) (5.9) 
5.1.4 Perfect reflectarray 
The feed pattern and spreading losses are taken into account in the perfect reflectarray 
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Figure 5.3 Scheme of the design of the perfect reflectarray. 
cos(^) = A:xw = 
k.w x0x, + (x0 tan a - F)(x] tan a-F) 
^ r II HI "V xo + (-̂ o tan a - F)2 x yjxf + (x, tan a-F)2 
















Feed pattern and spreading loss can be taken in consideration by applying the following 





Where q is the exponent of the feed pattern. In [35], q (feed beamwidth) has a value of 
10.5. Here due to some practical considerations the selected q=12 which a little bit 
deviates from optimal. 
The propagation phase is calculated by 
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So perfect reflectarray can be explained by T ^, = r *v(.) 
5.1.5 Real reflectarray 
By using the achievable reflection coefficients and the electrical length associated with 
propagation from the feed to the aperture plane, the reflection coefficient of the real 
reflectarray can be described as follows 
r 
1 (i)real 
V- {i)ad\X V(0 (5.13) 
ZT... , - Zv,., + Z.Y... . 
{i)real (i) (i)ach 
(5.14) 
where index i is used to designate each ray. 
The angular distribution of the reflection coefficients of reflectarrays are presented in a 
polar diagram in Figure 5.4. In the real reflectarray, it is necessary to have a 360° phase 










Figure 5.4 Polar diagram of calculated reflectarray. 
5.2 Providing 360° phase variation 
It is possible to obtain a circuit with a phase variation 360° simply by combining two 
liquid crystal cells in series as it is shown in Figure 5.5. By looking at the reflection plot 
of the experimental results, it is noticed that there is a need for phase compensation at 
each element. 
Adding two pieces of transmission line with different lengths LI and L2 followed by 
two LC cells, provides reflections I^and T, that are approximately different by 180-
degree in phase. Such different is a rotation in the polar diagram illustrated in Figure 5.6. 
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It is worth to mention that due to practical considerations, we added a common 
transmission line segments to both phase shifter in advance (0.2fl"). 
r^iLe""* (5.i5) " 1 exp 
r2=ry
118- (5.i6) 
Curves of T, andT2 are represented in Figure 5.6(a) and (b). And the impedances 2", 
and Z2 are connected in series to form a total impedance Ztad. 
^ = T T F ' (5-17) 
z, = l + r , 2 i - r 2 
(5.18) 
z,„w/ = z1 + z2 (5.19) 
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7 r 
*-"toted 5 X to/o/ 





7 r z r 
^2^L 2 ^l?x l 
Figure 5.5 Schematic of two LC cells in series. 
The reflection coefficient of Zlotd makes a full rotation of the polar diagram. Since this 
circle is not centered in the Smith chart, it causes large variations of the magnitude on 
the reflectarray surface. This can be alleviated by using an impedance transformer which 
renormalizes the impedance, so that the circle is better centered in the smith chart. An 
impedance renormalization of 2.2 (i.e. use of a characteristic impedance of 110 ohms) 
gave a good compromise on the magnitude uniformity. Thus, we have: 
Zlo,al+2.2 
(5.20) 
Finally as shown in Figure5.7(c) a variation of phase 360° of Ttad is obtained. Such a 
variation allows for a maximum in-phase contribution of all elements in the desired main 
beam direction, and thus for any desired beam angle. 
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90 0.5 90 0.5 90 0.2 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.6 Curves (a) F, vs voltage; (b) T2 vs voltage; (c) Ttaal vs voltage. 
5.3 Predicting the radiation pattern 
To find the radiation patterns, all the analysis steps are done again using Ttotal instead of 
experimental data ( T ^ ) . So T{j)ach is changed to ̂ {i)ach_2Lc • 
Y(t)ach_2LC = ™{^{i)des -^total) (5-21) 
First, the radiation pattern of each element of reflectarray is calculated as define in 
equation 5.22. 
£;(*) = v( , ) r(0^_2ic (5-22) 
Then the total radiation pattern of the designed reflectarray consist of 301 identical 
elements is obtained using equation 5.23. 
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E(0) = X E, (x)e^°s^ ^^0<j (5.23) 
Figure 5.7 (a) shows a normalized radiation pattern of a 301- element reflectarray 
antenna. The antenna was simulated using the approach presented in the previous 
section. Figure 5.7(b) shows a closer view of the main beam and its first side lobes. The 
pattern of LC reflectarray compared with the pattern of a perfect reflectarray antenna. 
This figure shows that the main beams of LC reflectarray and perfect reflectarray are 
basically in the same direction. This means that the phase distributions of two antennas 
are similar. Moreover they also have the same beamwidth. The comparison between the 
two radiation patterns also shows that the sidelobe level is 1 dB higher for the LC 
reflectarray (LC reflectarray:-14.6dB, perfect reflectarray: -15.6dB). The lower level of 
the maximum is due to loss in the LC resonators, whereas the highest sidelobe is 
attributed to the modulation in the aperture field magnitude coming from the non 
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(b) 
Figure 5.7 Radiation patterns of the perfect and LC-based reflectarray designs, (a) 
—50° < 6 < 50° ; (b) Closer view of the main beam and the first sidelobes. 
Figure 5.8 (a) shows the comparison between the aperture fields of the LC-based and 
perfect reflectarray. As it is shown, there are some ripples in LC reflectarray diagram in 
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both magnitude and angle. Figure 5.8(b) demonstrates that the discrepancies between the 
achieved and expected phase of the aperture field are less than 0.01 radians. This 
expected low level of phase error is only limited by the numerical accuracy of the 
minimum search function used to implement equation 5.21. 
The Matlab codes (m-file) which have been developed to calculate the required 
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This M.A.Sc. thesis addressed the feasibility of using a reconfigurable resonator based 
on liquid crystal for use in a reflectarray antenna. A new tuneable hairpin resonator 
implemented with a nematic liquid crystal for an operating frequency around 10 GHz 
was proposed. Reduction of the radiation losses using a folded hairpin shape was 
demonstrated. Two hairpin resonator structures were fabricated with two different 
thicknesses of upper alumina layer, i.e. 0.127 mm and 0.254 mm. In order to increase the 
tuneability, the printed metallic resonator was put directly in contact with the liquid 
crystal. A one-port short-open-load calibration was done, with the reference plane at the 
DUT's coaxial connector level. Numerical results using Ansoft HFSS were compared 
with the measured phase characteristics, resonant frequencies and return losses for two 
orientations of the liquid crystal molecules. The results of this study show that even a 
small voltage is sufficient to modulate the phase of a signal that is reflected from the 
resonator. The phase agility is dependent on the shift in the resonant frequency of the 
structure. For the given voltage, the resonant frequency is determined by the dielectric 
anisotropy of the liquid crystals. Three different liquid crystals (BL006, K15 and MDA-
05-893) were measured and due to maximum phase shift and minimum losses, MDA-
05-893 and BL006 are the most recommended. A tuneable phase range of almost 180° 
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was achieved for the three types of LC. Compound BL006 with 0.254 mm thickness of 
upper alumina layer exhibited the maximum phase shift, 200°, at a frequency of 9.636 
GHz. The return loss levels in biased and unbiased states were obtained to be 15dB (0V) 
and lOdB (32V). 
To our knowledge, no other structure based on liquid crystal presented in literature 
achieved this performance with BL006 in X band. Indeed, before the hairpin resonator, 
the best range of maximum phase shift was measured to be about 200° using patch 
elements [16] with its maximum losses between 18 and 12dB; while those obtained by 
hairpin structure are 15 dB and lOdB. So, return loss of hairpin is at least 2dB less than 
those of the patch structure. This is due to the fact that the printed metallic hairpin is 
directly in contact with the LC whereas the patch elements were printed on a PTFE 
substrate (£,=2.9, tan £=0.0028). So, PTFE losses were added to LC loss. 
By using a numerical model combined with experimentally obtained characteristics of a 
hairpin resonator cell, it is demonstrated that the dielectric anisotropy property of liquid 
crystals can be used to create a reconfigurable reflectarray antenna and this application 
of the LC is demonstrated in the thesis. The experimental data is the reflection 
coefficient at operating frequency (9.636 GHz) for the measured hairpin resonator cell 
with an upper alumina layer of 0.254 mm and BL006 used as liquid crystal. Phase tuning 
was obtained by varying the biasing voltage between 0 and 32 volts. There is a trade-off 
between the phase range and the loss, however new liquid crystal mixtures have been 
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reported [33] that have loss tangent values of around 0.004 which is sufficiently low to 
give a reflectarray gain when this novel type of phase shifter is integrated into the 
antenna structure. 
6.2 Future works 
The results of the extensive study on the liquid crystal and its applications in microwave 
engineering demonstrate its promising future in this field. It can be used in very high 
frequency applications at 35 GHz or 60 GHz due to its lower loss behaviour. 
Response time is a critical concern for a liquid crystal device. The phase transition 
exhibits a nonlinear behaviour near the resonance. The transient response between the 
states is mainly predicted by the relaxation time of the LC's molecules. By using the 
transient nematic effect [34] the phase transition can be accelerated. A short response 
time results in a better performance for the LC device. Future works is however 
considered on reducing the response time and providing a fast switch liquid crystal. 
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APPENDIX A - TECHNICAL DATA AND SAFETY 
SHEETS OF LIQUID CRYSTALS 
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T e c h n i c a l D a t a S h e e t . 
LCG K15 
L i c r i s t a l ® LC Mixture 




M i l t i n g P o i n t 2 3 
H e a r i n g Point 
| 2 0 °C, 58S mm) 
Molecular Mass 
•^c. 
Rotational Viscosity at 20 °C 58 m?a s 
(extrapolated} 
Flow Viscosity 20 CC 20 sn̂ Ts"1 
{extraoolatsd} 0 °C 56 
Dielectric anisotropy Ae + 
20.1 
(20 eC, i kHz) s* 26.1 
E^ 6.0 
Optical anisotropi? An 0.212 
1 
1 . S-30 
Vapor P ressu re 20 °C 5 x 1 0 ? 
100 °C 4 x 
1 
•EMD 
EMS C & s a i c s l - Es= . , EasrtfcozBe, Sew York, L0SS2-2I5e, T e l : S14-S&2-4SID 
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D © C h s n i c i l i I n c . , Easrabcxne, Sew Yori, 105SE-2156, T e l : S14-5BS-4S65 | 
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Material Safety Data Sheet SEMD 
Section f. Product and Company Identification 
Vntiynci Hume LOG K15 Licristal® LC Mixture f» r e d a c t e d 058309 
EMO Chemicals Inc. 
Pigments Divison 
Harfhmrei , NY '0532 
Effedive Date 3/SS/20* Man utactarer 
PrirrtBate mmm 
For More Informatics Cait 
<914) 592-4660 
M-F.'SA1M:»3PM£8T 
ID Cm* of EtmrgeBW OM 
800-424-0300 CHEMTFEC flJSA) 
61 3-8SS-8866 {Canada) 
24 Haum/Day 7 Daysi'Vifegk 
Mater i r i Uses 
Cbeaaks; Faipfly 
Bectrcnics DispJays 
Oiganfc; liquid Crystal Mxture 
r .^,: yA&&tion2.[:C:omp0J6fimna^ 
Co«p(»B*at 







Physic*) State sad 
A|*p tiaras** 
liquid. (Odartess, raiky-uMefraa ftowhg orcjane Squarf.) 
EBitTgeBcy Overview MAY BE HARMFUL (F INHALED, ABSORBED THROUGH SKIN OR SWALLOWED. 
MAY CAUSE RESPIRATORY TRACT. EYE AND SKIN IRRITATION. 
WAY CAUSE ALLERGtG RESPIRATORY AND SKIN REACTION.. 
Routes *>f Entry Ommai contact. Ey# ©ontaot infoatefim. ingesfcoe. 
S'istarfiaS Acafe I faMa Efteeis 
£jw May te i«j«mlous in s f of eyt» «J? ilas;t {i i itarili. 
SMi! May be hazardous m ease of sign contest ^seratator, irritant, sensfeer). Stei Maramafesn 
is et»racteiz«f by iteJang, sealing, resMenwg, or, eeeasiartaty, blistering. 
Inkalmim May be hazardous » cast of Wtalsfisn (lung ratant, iung sensitizer:. 
jftgmkm May be hazardous » case of hgesticm. 
FofaiitsJCferinBk IfcaHb Effects 
Cmunagemk Effm>< TMs matMaj is m£ knemn to eauss eancw in animals «humans. 
Aiiditiufief itifurrfSition S ^ ; Toxkoti^ical tttfumrsttun (seutiiw 11i 
MejfieaS Cradifcm Repeated »r protenged inhaialoft of vapors may aggravate respiratory medical oDndjtisrts. 
Aggrayaieti by 
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LOG K15 Ucrisiaf LC Mixture 058300 Pm®: 2M 
Smtiori 4, First Aid Measures 
Eye Contact Check for and remove any contact lenses. In esse of contact, immediately flush eyes with 
plenty of water for at least 15 minutes. Get medical attention. 
Skie Contact In case of contact, immediately flush skin with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes whle 
removing contaminated clothing and shoes. Cover the irritated skin vwthan efraojterst. Wash 
cfethha before reuse. Thoroughly dean shoes fcsfore reuse. Get mediGai attention. 
iBtatefifMj if inhaled, remove to fresh air. If not breathing, five arfiffciaj respiration, if breathing is 
difficult, §we oxygen. Get medical attention. 
Ingestion Do NOT induce vomiting unless directed to do so by nwdical personnel. Never give anything 
by mouth to an unconscious person. If large quantities of tfsis material am swalowed, caS a 
physician immediately. Loosen tight clotting such as a caBar, tie, baft or waisfeand. 
::. Section 5. Fire Fighting Measures 
HaBMnaWtitj' prtiw May be combustible at hkjh temperature.. 
i*rc«Jw:t 
Aafe-igRHi«a Not available. 
Tempera tare 
Flash 'Paints Closed cup; 113*0 (235.4*F». 
Hamniatrtf Limits Not available. 
Products of CcmibiKfioa These products are carbon oxides {CO, CO;), nitrogen oxides (NO, NOj,..). 
Fire Hazards is l»re»tij« Flammable in presence of open flames, sparks and- static discharge, of shocks, of heat 
of Various SBbstsaces 
EsptiOSHJB liaaanis to Risks of explosion of t ie product in presence of static discharge; 
Pres«B«cf Varices Flammable in presence of open femes, sparks and static discharge. 
Substances 
Risks of explosion of 8ie product in presence of mechanical impact 
Flammable in presence of shocks. 
Fire i%hSBg JVfafia In case of Fre, use water spray {fog}, foam, dry chemical, or C02. 
aad Instrwcttoas 
PrrtectiTeCtaftiiBgtfjre) Wear self >oonlar»d breathing apparatus and fuS protectwe dothhg. 
Sp«jaJ Rranarte OH tt re Keep away from heat and flame, 
Itaasrtfs 
Special tetnatte «• Keep away from souses of ignition. 
Section 6, Accidental Release Measures 
Smalt Spiii ami Leak Use a too! to scoop up solid or absorbed material and place mto appropriate Jabeled waste 
eontafner.Finish cleaning by spreading water on the contaminated surface and dispose of 
according to local *nd regional aiiftvority wqiareroents 
Large Spil ami i#ik Use appropriate toois to put the spited materia! into a labeled waste disposal contairter. Finish 
clearing by spreading water on the contaminated surface and dispose of according to local 
and regions! reputetory requirements. Che?* TLV- Section 6 of MSDS. 
Spat Kit taforaaatioH No specie spil kit requred far this product 
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Section 7. Handling and Storage 
ilmAiin? Do rat ingest A w d contact with ©yes, sWn and dottmg. Avoid breathing' vapors or spray 
mists. Avsid Preatn)r«; ttust Use wm afliagyatg ̂ erstaatiori. wash Buyougfty after naming. 
Storage Keep container fight^ closed Keep container « a cool, well-ventfeted area. Store between 
10 ts 3Q°C {50 to'86*). 
Sections. Exposure Ccnp-ols^Personsi Protection 
E«pn«.*rin|> Contois Provide e>ha«st veirttotion or ether erigirtaering controls to keep the airborne concentrations 
sjf v a p ^ s b$#>w tistas js?2sp4$Ciiv£ iK.X2jj&£&mi*J %£jj*asijj*? limbs. £nsiir*2 ttss&i eytfiariKsh sUatiyjss 
arid safety showers are proximal to the wsrk-staitor? locattan. 
PcrsnaaJ I*r»tecti«a 
Eyes Spiasrt poggses. 
Body Lab coat. 
Bopiratary Vapor respirator. Be sure to sjsc s MSHA/N1G8H approved r©3psra-.or or eqpvatent 
Jfamfe Nitrite p30V8S. 
Fees Not applicable. 
l-'crsmnai iVotoeftiss in Splash g o j ^ e e . Synthetic apron. Nitrite glauee. Wear f4SHAflVll09»f approva l eelfcsntsTOd 
Case «f i l-aqfeSpit breathing apparatus or eqtivstent and y i protectwe gear. 
PredBet Name fappsare l im i t s 
LOG K i& Ucnstaf LC ivtrtture Not avasaPte. 
Section 9. Physical and Chemkal Properties 
Odor Qdartess. 
Color Milky-white 
PhysicalState and UqrukL {Qtortess, miiky-vif i iefree flawing organic Sqsiid.) 
Mdlecab r F«rnimlj Not applcabte. 
p i t HcA ^vsj laye* 
Bnifi»gC«idcBsaltffli 140 to W C (284 to 3Q2°F) 
Point 
MeStisgfVwaaag Joint 22 to 25"C (71.8 to 77*'F) 
Specific Gravity Mot ava iMte . 
Vapor Pressar*- Mot avaSiaMe. 
Vapor Deaxky Not aVSiiaSe. 
0*rT6mb®ii& Mot available. 
.E -̂apor2B«fl Kate Mot avaiiaMe. 
Protective Ctotmng 
(F'ktpgrjoisj 
1*4^ Ita* Mot avaitobta. 
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S«tai»iifv tesoiiisfe ta water. 
Section 10. Sfahifiiy and Reactivity 
StaMtify and Rearfhity StaMe ureter recorrarwndftd s*orage art-i handling condttons {see stetson 7). 
€«i*teti#3s of iBstaMtitj' Avoid excessive teat 
Inantnpa'ibiKty with Readme with oxidizng agents, moisture. 
taxarAsBS De€orn;j«sM«B TSi>es«* puducts ssie uwixm oxsMfs {CO, COs) , nitJWjea t w i t e s {NO NOi—) 
i'redatts 
Hsrarfoas Myrafrizatfea WW no* K M . 
Secl«Hi ll.Toxhologicai Information 
Toxki i } ' 
LOG ;K15 Lcristai4' LC t*x iure 
Acute oral toxicity fl-D«): 4C©8 ragftg fRat], 
Acute dermai toMtitv {CDs:.): >400§ reg/kg JRatJ. 
Not 
Chr-Bauc t « e c « os CARC1NOSEN1C EFFECTS: Not avaitaftfe 
Jlumans liUTAGEWIC EFFECTS: NotavsBabte. 
TERATOGENIC EFFECTS; *ot avaSafefe. 
DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICITY: Hot available. 
Repeated Of prolonged inhataiort of dust may lead to etmrie respiratory rriacian. 
A«ite Eft**© OH i t e m s Way be hazardous In case of gyt cartas {irritant). May be hazardous in case of skin contact 
{j«ir«3tor irritant, s@«ftteer). Stan mfemimattertis characterized toy fcMng. seailnig, MdEtertirs. 
or, eocas»ia%, Msteanfl, May be hazardous In sase ©f Mataiieri {iuflg irritant, Jurwj sensitizer). 
May fee hazardous m ease of Ingestion, 
Sya«rg,mt£ rrotfucts 
(TVsfco idea l l y ) 
1 rritxaey 
SciasifjMiaoB; 
To pot } ' *o Rep'Mli ici iw 
r»*H 
Craze T#sc Not avaJstote. 
_ , . . , , , . . , 
may cause respjratafytraei anc sltm se««tbatwi 
limits 





Etotoxit i t} 
BOBS art. COO 
Hot a'vwtatSe. 
Ecological Information 




E P A \¥«stee- .Nts-B»l>itT 
tV«atm« Dispose of according to aft federal, stats ^ K ! local regulBtimB. 
LC6K15 Lkrisiaf LC Mixture 05S300 
| Section 14, Transport jitfonnaiioti 
M)T Oasafkaii'oB tot regulated. 
T DC Ctnsfiot&tHi tot regutetai 
IMO/1MDG CiasslteaacB fvwL seriated. 
ICAO/IATA C'tesiiSkatteB j^gj restated. 
I Section 15. Regulatory Information 
US. feituM RetttiaMoBs TSCA 8(b) inventory. LCG K15 LfanstaP LC ftixture 
SARA 302^34*311/312 extremly hazatious substances: No predicts were iaund. 
SARA 382804 emergency piareiwj and ootifscalion: No products wire found 
SARA 3Q2'304/311/312 hazardous dwfifcals; Ns products were found, 
SARA 311?312MSDS«Satr!bL<8an -chcmfcsl inventory ~ hszsrd fcteistificstian: No pnsdMote 
mm found. 
SARA 313 Form R Reporting Requiieraents-NQ products were found. 
SARA 313 Suppler Notlcafcrh No products were found. 
Ctean Water Ad <CWA) 307: No products •were found. 
Clean Water Act (CWA) 311: No products were found. 
Clean air set I'CAA) 112 aeddemtal setose prevention; No products were found. 
Clean mi 5-ct (CAA) 112 regulated flanmabie cubetancee: No pcoduote were teund. 
Clean air act {CAA} 112 regulated toxic substances: No products wre found. 
WHM K (Canada? Class D-2A: Material causing other toxic effects {VERY TOXJC). 
CEPA NDSL: LCG K15 Ltcrislai8* LC Mixture 
This product has been classified in arasrdance with the hazard criteria of frseContfded 
Product Regiiaisra and the MSDS contains al segiired information. 
OKECS LCGKlSyCTtstaPtCMxtum 2554593-2 
BSCL (R EC) "Bite product is not dasafed according to the BJ regulations. 
iBttraatifflnalLists Austria {NJCNAS): LCG K15 Liqristaf LC Mixture 
Korea (TCCL): LCGK15 Ucmtaf LC Mature 
Prilippirses (RA69SS): LCG K15 LtaristeP LC Mbdure 
State KtgMatMins Ho products were fours. 
CaBfomla prop. 65: >JG products were fsund. 





Other Spciat Warring - tris preparatkm contains a substance not yet tested completely. 
Cewade Firtisjj s 
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J \ 2 y^C ft/• êaŝ fcivlij' 
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Changed Sintt Last I /•' 
RsvfeiMi ' 
Hmim %v> Reader 
The statements mmtained herein are hosed upon technical data thai EMD Chemicals Inc. htfieres tt> he reliable, ore offered far 
ta/ermmStm JUT pasts amy ami m a guide ID she upptpprtme prerauiumury ana emergency imnMine if me material tiy a property 
irmni-il perstm having the tttostsory technical skills. L'sets should consider these data only sis m supplement tit other Information 
gathered by tsem and mast make independent deter mnafmm tfstiit ability and completeness ofinfttrtnaiim fnmi Ml sources to 
assure proper use, storage and disposal af these materials and the safety ana" health of employtes and eustamers and the 
pnri&-tisn a/the emmmme<tl EMD CUEM1C41S 'INC MAKES NO REPRESENTS TION OR m.RSANTi'Of ANY KIND, 
EXPRESS 08 IMPLIED, INCLUDING MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS I OR A PARTICVLAR ESE, tf'ITU RESPECT 
TO THE INFORMATION HEREIN OR THE PRODUCT TO MMCfl WE INFORMATION REFERS. 
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Technical Data Sheet 
LCG BL006 Lic r i s ta l LC 
Mixture P r o d u c t Me, 20021( 
preliminary data sheet 
PDLC Fluid 
Properties 
C l e a r i n g P a i n t 113 
Flow V i s c o s i t y s t 20 °C 71 SECTS"1 
Dielectric anisotropy As 
17.3 
(20 SC, 1 kHz) £,, 2.2-8 
Ei 5.S 
O p t i c a l a r t i s o t r o p y An 0 . 2 8 6 0 
{20 °C, 58S urn) 1st 1 . 8 1 6 0 
n c 1 . 5 3 0 0 
Elastic constants (20 °C) k n 17.9 
pB 
l£33 3-3,5 P S 




S B ChHiisal! las., HarsasEse, SEK Yori, 105S-Z156, Tel? 314-5VZ-i€i$ ( 
' IEMD 
Technical Data Sheet 
Jatur&tior "Voltage. Y„* £t 20 °C 
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Low Temp. Storage {Cells]! 
Low Temp. Storage (Celts) 
Low Temp. Storage fCeilsj 
l ow Temp. Storage (Bulk) 
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Technical data sheet # 
1te§ stilts fwmd w< this siwei mas- t * suttsst to sssmgs wtffeeiff p#ar sate*. L I C I ' l S I i l l 
WB »S»*8 MrcuEtesrs msut ENMSSS appilisatoisio ifcs tussle* GOT krasuftodga wttas the 
isept ef tte peesHitK ep«r i© UE, Exit wShcj: coSlgxton. Clonal iat»s and nnuttabam; 
siurt &» ©Ssssnwd at all tews. This a«o apjsftes in iwpgdl of any pwAwrtwl rignSs of ihlfsJ 
ps"iss> Astoycn n» IJSHSB cugggct'ont li remains fee easfatMw' iMpanEBMiiy to led oar 
praduolfi«*te regard Ictfi* suttBffy tar iiw uses urstesgea. QiiccSssnc tram <w literature 
ro artjr parsifteit w& surwrBtsn autturcy. Hid fits ssuras nasi tss sb l s l 
.MERCK 
ivtBifcjSSiyi i&mmiifi-mt^tmim'SM W S B S M W 
sum !S,QZLa0S2 
Stsrag* Kontfffi»si^ antt MMmup Shelf life 
Oear 
Ttis 1* t* answ&f your f*pest far InfosrwriBon abwtr the 5t«age ssx^inns and tti£ 
mirsmuBS shelf lie sfesr jjiuy oy&ri TrtMuees. 
Mfif&le Iqult costal itsibteres i l w M *& a«*d in ut»§s«6d aiynaJ pufrafy f»s>sa^a 
MrttS***! f*wartai s>e&sfwa damage fa^iudieiRrf tapadL 
Ufi0pflf«d bsifles ŝ ewNI tas itecsiS fe an mm VfiJ'tt! <8e«s not e^jwisfiea te^fc ehsfasi ifi 
terppSttfare er humlflfty and *s*# re t te tsmpsratwffe $M itOYiWiy are WtWil fllft f5l|W*iQ fts« 
Rfllsftft M*wdfe 325% s 3P%, 
8«sn»e an the stove sisietifj«4 swse» »sarelltfeT! fl** n-trAmam sSwslf ff« 16 1S monflw for ssTM 
an* T> mixairas, F*f ay&a&pesl. Iq^lfl ctyRtf m$&em ft* rtiwisitn sftftff Pe te 8 ffjsrrfhs, 
Vwe fespe ihti IWs Infecmsim Is uaeW firynu, 
With fc«*4 rsgĵ eSi 
f J iJL/ ^ t f LA, 
4 M Mf!#!B«4 Sfta»f yfefiaa 
Safety Data Sheet 
According to EC Directive 91 /153/EEC 





1. I(ta»tif1caii«» of the sa te l s t tce /prepf t ra t iMMd nfthe eiiiapaireriitidertaktag 
fdemifiuuikw afite product 
Catalogue No.: 
J%£xfce* sssrae; MDA-65-S91 Lin-fcuiif-
Use of the Mihsttmvi'fpreparaiion 
Llquid-erysiaJ display tectmgiogy 
ComfiME)'.: Merck IC&iA * 64271 Darrossadl '* Cjoreatsy * Phone: -f4f 615 J 72-6 
EmCTgfHicy seSeptene No.: Please contact: file regional Merck refsreMiifisseij 
Mixlere of l%u|tl Cfystab. 
Hazardous ingredients: 
CAS-Nc EC Ha. EC-kxkx^-Nd. Cl&lsifkiiimit 
4-#-trass-¥isvf-11,1 '-Mcysfohra^p '-fcaas-yiH. J-dWa& robenzoK 
14240©-«2-« 43&-MJ-6 R53 
7292S-54-2 2774)84-2 Km. «21 
154346-21-1 R53 
221526-72-3 R53 
(FioH tea afK-l*!ws m lieadiag 16} 
l - < ! 0 » 4 
l » - < 2 5 % 
> I 0 - < 2 5 % 
3 . Maairtff MMitS.JtartiMi 
May cswe tang-fein averse effects m ttieasuaie spvirarsnacet. 
Attention - this pmparalkm coRtairs a sisbstasce which has not bees faEly tested » far. 
The fesst rcsato available so far do IKM perns! a complete evahiaiiots, Ftarther risks 
camKH fee cxelailai if l\s product is liaBdlesS iisspproprisiely. 
Merck Safety Data Sheet 
According to EC Directive 91 n 55/EEC 
Catalogs* No.: 13M9S 
Prater. lime: MD A-05-S93 Lfcr tstal 
4. Firs* aid measures 
After ialiiitsfos.: tresis air. Consult doctor if fedissgisoweil. 
After skin contact: w&sb olftritfc plasty ofwifer. Remove Cfflsi&raiiialedS: cfcuhiitg, Coosatt tkxUx in 
fhtrreatofafiy coniptoBis.. 
After ey« cssnlact: rinse oat witt plenty of water wilfc ftt eyelid held 'wide epos. Calf m 
o^jtialmriegist if nsscssssy. 
After swa!ky*-ir.g: insmcdSaMteJy Biake vtetira drink plenty at" water. Caft m physician. 
S. Fire-JighJiag measures 
SintsMc ertffigtkMMng media: 
CO;- foam, penvefa-
Spccia] risks: 
Consftmstibte. Bevdepracnt of" hazardous txjrabisrioo gases or vapstars po^ibte in the craft af fire. The 
ftiiiiwing; ray ifa'dep ia cvtat af fire hydrogen iteoridt. narogon oxides. 
Special protective espiipraeni for lira figbsieg: 
Do not stay in dangerous zaoc wiihoqi self-ccx&tanscd tsresthisg apparatus, te sreter to 
$vokJ eoMset wtth skin, keep a: sifety (IsftiE? aa-d wear Htisfek |irotecSree ofeihsag. 
O A s inibemstion: 
Contain escaping vapsiars wilh water. Prevent fire-fighting water from eatesing sw&£e r a s t or 
Krotirsdwater. 
6. Accidental r#1«s« measures 
Peraens-irela'iad pjeiaationarj' Bicaaires: 
Avoid gsiteiSsncic coistiict De:irt siplmtc vspemxfaercseis, Ensure sasppiy of fresh air i s encltMsesI 
iamm. 
&a'WonS!eBlaJ-prcitesi:is>n nieaasrcs: 
Eto not allow to enter ;scwenge systcra. 
feossajtares for ctafiipg / Ebsarprtoa; 
Takeisp wsth iiqjuid-sfosssnksist ma^rbl {e.g. O»^isw?orty#).. Ffssrw&rd m? *fef*a«5&t Claim nipsitWtea 
ares. 
1. HanJl ing and storage 
Store tightly doss l ia a awl Ay pisee.. 
"tightly closed. Storage tSBperatisn:: no ntsttSctkiaa. 
I. l*p«wr# atMrite/perssaal |w««lfo« 
Pr t£ttv. i tbin. <;hf 4J b< '••.I J.x. ft ifkilHf i h i r i n . p ! t j " •<" lm_ -
ua «.m»uu -i a a lai'tiii, i t ift a' it. u db«,j». « h t J u Th t I U K t tit. 
pr St -u ru*_ t vKi i <ii hu r jbc j t . ru.n J ~ illi tl c *t»p t i ^ ^ j p f i t i 
yerck Safety Data Sheet 
According to EC Directive 91/!S5?1£C 
GustSogpc No.: !3£<4:i>3 
ftroiiocf name: MOA415-883 Lfcrfctal 
Respiratory predcctBHs: re«f uired when vapiaiars''acroso!s ase generated. 
Eye pr>3tec-aaiii t t-quirsd 
ifead protKSioa: la SiB camlet: 
Gitwe itissseki: nitric rubter 
tiSeftltiefesKss: t i l l mm 
BieslilssMigta [lew: > 4SO Mill. 
In spfeslb caanaei: 
Gk>v* waseHal: raiti ile rabfxj 
UtVM- ilt]£fc!*.iis:. 0.} J m m 
ftrixikSSwstgli time: > 4$0 Mm. 
T?«i? arateettve gloves to be w>«£ roast comply with, tfte- specifcalSons 
of EC dif«csrsc' Sf/CStfEEC aad the resultant standard EN374, for 
erarapk- K.CL 74! DcrmatrII# 1 (fell contact), 741 DctmaflriTS51- {splash 
OMtsetl. 
Tlris rcecnaaeradattaB applks osly so lac product stated iu she safely 
data sheet and psppSiefl by us, as weii as ip the purpose Sfssefifiei by 
us.. WheB dissolving in or raraiag with tptlira' substances arid iiajcr 
*»dttfc« fewsriag fro« fljase stated to ENT74 please emmet- fee 
supplier of CE-mtpt'mm gloves-{e.g. KCLCIrsbff, D-3.6124 Elefeectzaii, 
lotemcc www.kel4c). 
IsKlisstrisf hygiene: 
Qsange e«!ttaBiiMie«! cleMliiag. Appjiqasica of slam proactivebsrsief cr-eans rBcomiBcndciJ, Washharts 
after working with substance. 














Sofabstity i'B Water 
















i » sasiiubte 
I ft- StaMiily and reactivity 
Caniiiiiom is he awtided 
no information available 
•Sw&ianci* to fee avoided 
no tafarnaBan available 
Hazardous decomposition products 
m lite- evast of fire: See chssjer 5. 
Merck Safety Data Sheet 
According So EC Directive §1/155/EEC 
Catalogue No.: 136493 
Product nane: RfiM-OS-TO Uer'tsUdZ-1 
11 . Tovteotogical tafoniiaiios 
Acttie, ioxlofv 
Quantitative dais, on thi toxicity ttfifek productar« art available. 
Purifier t*)jt:tcixi:?gx£*j$ mfitrrteezHen 
Hazardous properties cannot be exeluiffedL 
Funker data 
Tfcs: prckfort stsoskl behsniW will the a f t asi&l wlcn dt-rfhg vitfe chemtesis. 
12. E e » t e | k i l toforntafoB 
Quantitative dan aa »hs eetftegka? effect afshe product a s not svaitebl-e. 
Bsplaacal effods: 
May ca^sekMig-sct!?t-adv?«sf etfera is the aquatic etMnmncnL 
Farther ccetpgicdaia: 
13, Dtejsftal mmm'it>rmkms 
Fi'oituvt: 
Chetnk-sb isiast be disposed at m csmpimmx wife the isspccltvc natkmai rejuistions. Itaesr 
ww^rcffcfctgistifc.de >'sjo wilE Hid eouiifey- End siitaaK*-sp«ift<p mfonrotiai as wd§ as 
Misrefc prtduct packaging rattst!*disposed avis caopKajsee with the cwtntry-speMtie regalatons 
or wmss.hcpsmsoi to a jsckajjipg retains system. tJmkr ww*:rctBiogislik-cte >mi will find special 
14, Trsnispert irtfornaitftit 
Ksst stales* to gz-j^sjppri jreaptaswis. 
15, Rept la tary Mifer.rMik« 
Sjwbol: 
R-ptarases: S3 May easse Isg-serus adves* eitese da Hit SHwmc 
fa-pWmss: 63 Avals, nittm i« It* eiawMrrtesfc Rcfct to special 
Add:'liD3Ssi l ^ t e l t n ^ .^MOIUSK =- iHis srs?§MS3§it>?i ztaztt&i&u s&£MMite ^'bk:lj teMvtbc^i'i 
fffil¥ wsKd *f* ft." 
Merck Safety Data Sheet 
According to EC Directive M/ISS/EBC 
Catalogue No,.: 1364'K 





R-pkrascs:' 53 Msy-eaiss* fetif4«st srivtfWj effect* te she «|tMfc 
16. Other iftformtrik»n 
Text; of my R jihtgscs refarc4 to sncki heading; 2: 
22 Harrofcl i f swattowKL 
53 May cmjse long-tom -ad'SEerse effecss ifl tire, aqsmiie environment 
Ttik mforcraution ts gives an tfic authorised Salfay Data 
fisrysiir emmfrv. 
r ! » I . . I f ( , •• 
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APPENDIX B - MATLAB CODES 
• 
Workl.m 
c l e a r ; 
c l c ; 
l o a d V C O O . t x t ; l o a d V C 1 . t x t ; l o a d V C 2 . t x t ; 
l o a d V C 3 . t x t ; l o a d V C 4 . t x t ; 
load VC5„txt;load VC6.txt;load VC7.txt; 
load VC8.txt;load VC9.txt;load VC10.txt;load VCll.txt; 
load VC12.txt;load VC13.txt;load VC14.txt;load VC15.txt;load 
load VCll.txt;load VC18.txt;load VC19.txt;load VC20.txt;load 
load VC22.txt;load VC23.txt;load VC24.txt;load VC25.txt;load 
load VC27.txt;load VC28.txt;load VC29.txt;load VC30.txt; 
load VC31.txt;load VC32.txt; 
zO=complex(VCOO(340,5),VC00(340,6)); 
rO = abs(zO);theta0 = atan2(imag(zO),real(zO)); 
zl=complex(VCl(340,5),VC1(340,6)); 
rl = abs(zl);thetal = atan2(imag(zl),real(zl)); 
z2=complex(VC2(340,5),VC2(340,6)); 
r2 = abs(z2);theta2 = atan2(imag(z2),real (z2)); 
z3=complex(VC3(340,5),VC3(340,6)); 
r3 = abs(z3);theta3 = atan2(imag(z3),real (z3)); 
z4=complex(VC4(340,5) ,VC4(340, 6) ) ; 
r4 = abs (z4);theta4 = atan2(imag(z4),real (z4)); 
z5=complex(VC5(340,5),VC5(340,6)); 
r5 = abs(z5);theta5 = atan2(imag(z5),real (z5)); 
z6=complex(VC6(340,5) , VC6(340, 6) ) ; 
r6 = abs (z6);theta6 = atan2(imag(z6),real(z6)); 
z7=complex(VC7(340,5),VC7(340,6)); 
r7 = abs(z7) ; theta7 = atan2(imag(z7),real(z7)); 
z8=complex(VC8(340,5) ,VC8(340, 6) ) ; 
r8 = abs(z8);theta8 = atan2(imag(z8),real(z8)); 
z9=complex(VC9(340,5),VC9(340, 6)) ; 
r9 = abs(z9);theta9 = atan2(imag(z9),real(z9)); 
zl0=complex(VC10(340,5) ,VC10(340, 6)) ; 
rlO = abs(zlO);thetal0 = atan2(imag(zlO),real(zlO)); 
zll=complex(VC11(340,5),VC11(340,6)); 
rll = abs(zll);thetall = atan2(imag(zll),real(zll)); 
zl2=complex(VC12(340,5),VC12(340,6)); 
rl2 = abs(zl2);thetal2 = atan2(imag(zl2),real(zl2)); 
zl3=complex(VC13(340,5),VC13(340,6)) ; 
rl3 = abs(zl3);thetal3 = atan2(imag(zl3),real(zl3)); 
zl4=complex(VC14(340,5),VC14(34 0,6)) ; 
rl4 = abs(zl4);thetal4 = atan2(imag(zl4),real(zl4)); 
zl5=complex(VC15(340,5),VC15(340,6)); 
rl5 = abs(zl5);thetal5 = atan2(imag(zl5),real (zl5)) ; 
zl6=complex(VC16(340,5),VC16(340,6)); 
rl6 = abs(zl6);thetal6 = atan2(imag(zl6),real(zl6)); 
zl7=complex(VC17(340,5),VC17(340,6)); 
rl7 = abs(zl7);thetal7 = atan2(imag(zl7),real(zl7)); 
zl8=complex(VC18(340,5),VC18(340,6)); 
rl8 = abs(zl8);thetal8 = atan2(imag(zl8),real(zl8)); 
zl9=complex(VC19(340,5),VC19(340,6)); 
rl9 = abs(zl9);thetal9 = atan2(imag(zl9),real(zl9)); 
z2 0=complex(VC2 0(34 0,5),VC20(340,6)); 
r20 = abs(z20);theta20 = atan2(imag(z20),real(z20)); 
z21=complex(VC21(340,5),VC21 (340,6)); 
r21 = abs(z21);theta21 = atan2(imag(z21),real(z21)); 
z22=complex(VC22(340,5),VC22(340,6)); 
r22 = abs(z22);theta22 = atan2 (imag(z22),real(z22)); 
z2 3=complex(VC23(340,5),VC23(340,6)); 
r23 = abs(z23);theta23 = atan2(imag(z23),real(z23)); 
z24=complex(VC24(340,5),VC24(340,6)); 
r24 = abs(z24);theta24 = atan2(imag(z24),real(z24)); 
z25=complex(VC25(340,5),VC25(340,6)); 
r25 = abs(z25);theta25 = atan2(imag(z25),real(z25)); 
z2 6=complex(VC2 6(340,5),VC26(340,6)); 
r26 = abs (z26);theta26 = atan2(imag(z26),real(z26)); 
z27=complex(VC27(340,5),VC27(340, 6)); 
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r27 = abs(z27);theta27 = atan2(imag(z27),real(z27)); 
z28=complex(VC28(340,5),VC28(340,6)); 
r28 = abs(z28);theta28 = atan2(imag(z28),real(z28)); 
z2 9=complex(VC2 9(340,5),VC29(34 0,6)) ; 
r29 = abs(z29);theta29 = atan2(imag(z29),real(z29)); 
z30=complex(VC30(340,5),VC30(34 0,6)) ; 
r30 = abs(z30);theta30 = atan2(imag(z30),real(z30)); 
z31=complex(VC31(340,5),VC31(340,6)); 
r31 = abs(z31);theta31 = atan2(imag(z31),real(z31)); 
z32=complex(VC32(340,5),VC32(340,6)); 










z_experimental = rz.*exp(i.*tetaz);%experirnental data 
Gl=z_experimental*exp(i*0.2*pi); 
G2=z_experimental*exp(i*l.118*pi); 
zl=(l+Gl) ./ (1-G1); 
z2=(l+G2) ./ (1-G2); 
ztot=zl+z2; 


































% array initialization 
xx=linspace(0,R,N);%lenght of sa 
NN=linspace(0,N,N);%Sample numbe 
ravellina wavi ;us nuraber ol mlating length of tra  
for n = 1:N, 
% calc\ilating length of travelling wave versus number of samples 
1(n)=sqrt(xx(n)"2+(xx(n)*tan(alpha)-F) ."2) ; 
lp(n)=abs(F-xx (n) .*tan(alpha)); 
fi(n)=deltafiO+beta.*(1(n)+lp(n)); 
% calculating cosine(sai) versus number of samples 
cos_sai(n)=(x0.*xx(n)+(x0*tan(alpha)-F)*(xx(n)*tan(alpha)-F))./. 
(10.*l(n)); 





z_d = abs(gama).*exp(i.*(fi));%reflecti' 
z_p = z_d.*abs(v).*exp(i.*(-beta*(1+lp) 
ne aesiraDie 




% Z_t (n_achiv) = (z_d (n) -z_2patch (n_achiv) ) ; 
Z_t(n_achiv)=(angle(z_d(n))-angle(z_2patch(n_achiv))); 
end 
[Z_t_min,Index_min]=min(abs(Z_t), [],2);% achievable reflectarray 
r_t(n) = abs(z_2patch(Index_min)); 




v_real_abs (n) =abs ( (v (n) ) . *r__t (n) ) ; 
end 
% % plot 
set(0,•defaultaxesfontsize',25); 
elf 










l e g e n d ( ' \Gamma (sample) ' , ' \Garnma. (2pa teh ) ' , . . . 
'\Gamma(achievable)','\Gamma(perfect)',!\Gamma(real)',1); 
Ntheta=1800; 
theta=linspace(pi/4,3*pi/4 , Ntheta) ; 
v_achieved=v.*r_t.*exp(j *teta_t) .*exp(i.*(-beta*(1 + lp)));%unit pattern 
for m = 1:Ntheta 
e_ff_achi(m)=v_achieved*exp(j *beta*xx*cos(theta(m))) .';%achiv 



















xlabel('Number of samples','FontSize',25); 
ylabel('angle(rad)','FontSize',25); 
legend('achieved reflectarray','Perfect reflectsrra 
figure(4) 
plot(index,abs(v_achieved),index,abs(z_p)*0.11); 
xlabel('Number of samples','FontSize',25); 
ylabel('Absolute magnitude ','FontSize',25); 
, 0 ) ; 
l egend( ' ach ieved r e t l e c t a r r a y Perfect : f l e c t a r r a y ' , 0 ) ; 
